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Wrongly convicted US boxer
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Schools revolt and
Scotland standoff
add to Tory woes
THE TORIES are on the rocks
over their attacks on schools.
The crisis comes days after
they were forced to retreat
on raising national insurance
contributions.
Scottish first minister
Nicola Sturgeon’s demand
for a second independence
referendum is another
headache for Theresa May.

PAGE

>>Page 6

SCOTLAND

ANTI-RACISTS MARCHED in London (above), Glasgow and Cardiff last weekend	

Picture: Socialist Worker

TORY CUTS ROB MILLIONS, IT’S

CLASS WAR
ON BENEFITS
by ELEANOR CLAXTON-MAYER

THE TORIES ramped up their
war on disabled people with
dangerous new “reforms” to
the personal independence
payment (Pip) benefits last
Thursday.
Nicola Jeffery, a single parent
from south east London, has fibromyalgia which causes chronic pain
across the body. She is one of thousands of people with “invisible dis-

‘I was harassed for ten
years as a single, disabled
parent. They dismissed
my medical information
and cut my benefits’
Nicola’s story >>page 3

abilities” whose benefits have been
axed by the Tories.
“I was harassed for ten years as a
single, disabled parent,” Nicola told
Socialist Worker.
“First when I was on income support, then job seekers and Employment Support Allowance before I
received Pip.”
“They completely dismissed
all my medical information,” she
added. “I was assessed twice within

>>continued on page 3

Fight to win new
independence
referendum
THERE WON’T be a new
referendum on Scottish
independence unless there
is a revolt against the Tories.
And it won’t be won by
saying it’s about staying in
the European Union.
It will have to be an
anti-austerity campaign and
offer real hope of change in
people’s lives.

>>Page 20
HEALTH

Drug study was
covered up to
protect private firm
NEW EVIDENCE has
emerged of a cover-up
involving the government,
medical authorities and
giant corporations.
It shows that the link
between pregnancy drug
Primodos and serious birth
defects was known.

>>Page 7
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THE THINGS
THEY SAY
‘Opportunity
to cause some
mischief’

Andy Coulson, former editor
of the News of the World and
former Tory spin doctor, sees
the up side of Osborne’s jobs

‘A great thing’

Tony Blair on Osborne’s job

‘The shitocracy
of jealous
journalists
and jealous
colleagues will be
out to get you’
Unnamed friend of Osborne

‘Greed is good’
Iain Duncan Smith on his
former colleague

‘A man of his
immense ability
can surely speak
for Cheshire and
London before
lunch, advise
BlackRock over
lunch and tender
his invaluable
advice to the
House after lunch
before holding a
dinner party for
the bien pensants
remainians of
Notting Hill in the
evening’
Sir Gerald Howarth MP

NOW EDITED
BY GEORGE
OSBORNE

TROUBLEMAKER

the

Baron George Osborne’s job
creation scheme for himself
JOB 1
Editing a London newspaper
PAY
£250,000
TIME
Four mornings a week
JOB DESCRIPTION
Editor of the Evening Standard

£120,000
TIME
Not yet known
JOB DESCRIPTION
He is the first Kissinger Fellow at the
McCain Institute for International
Leadership at the University of Arizona

JOB 2
Advising a City investment giant
PAY
£650,000 a year plus equity in the firm
TIME
Four days a month
JOB DESCRIPTION
Advisor on the global economy to
BlackRock, the asset management
empire, a few years after he
made a £150 million tax cut
that helped asset managers
JOB 3
Addressing wealth managers
for £374.50 a minute
PAY
£786,450 so far

JOB 5
Powerhouse thing
PAY
Unpaid
TIME
Not known
JOB DESCRIPTION
Chair of the Northern
Powerhouse Partnership
POWER STANCE George

TIME
35 hours so far
JOB DESCRIPTION
Washington Speakers’ Bureau speaker.
JOB 4
Working at a university in Arizona
PAY

OSBORNE PUT himself forward for
the job at the Evening Standard. He
said that a bunch of people had been
calling him up and asking for advice on
whether they should apply. He thought
after a few of these calls, “Hang on a
minute, this is something I really want
to do”’, so he contacted the Standard.
It could have been worse. Michael
Gove was also going for the job.

l

JOB 6
Being the MP for Tatton
PAY
£74,962
TIME
Whatever
JOB DESCRIPTION
Member of Parliament for
Tatton in Cheshire
OSBORNE ONCE claimed
£47 in expenses for two copies
of a DVD of his own speech on
“value for taxpayers’ money”.
He pronounced that we all had
to tighten our belts for austerity.
But he was also happy to “flip”
his expense claims. He did this in
order to avoid capital gains tax on
a London house.

l
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Helping the really rich Secret stash hidden
with their tax avoidance in old money bank
ONE HUNDRED “very
wealthy” tycoons avoided
£1 million each in tax
thanks to a bungled
shake-up that cost the
revenue nearly £1 billion.
Osborne announced in
July 2015 that he would
hike tax on dividend
income by 7.5 percent,
but the change only took
effect in April 2016.
That gave people time to
withdraw extra dividends
before the 2016/17 tax
year—and so pay
£800 million less in tax.
The government
predicted that £7.6 billion
of dividend income would
be brought forward
from 2016/17 into
2015/16. But this was
“underestimated by a

Get in
touch with
Socialist
Worker

significant amount”—and
was in fact £10.7 billion.
And according to the HM
Revnue and Customs the
tax saved on this was
£100 million by
100 people.

Bullingdon George

@

Email reports@
socialistworker.co.uk
Web www.socialistworker.co.uk
Facebook “Socialist Worker (Britain)”
Twitter @socialistworker

GEORGE GIDEON Oliver
Osborne is filthy rich,
but we don’t really
know how filthy. He is
one of only a handful of
upper crust millionaires
invited to join C Hoare
& Co, the oldest secret
bank in Britain—and
the most elite.
Osborne, heir to the
baronetcy of Ballintaylor
and Ballylemon, County
Waterford, has a
mortgage on his
£2 million London
home with the 338
year old bank.
Osborne’s personal
wealth is discreetly
hidden from view
at Hoare & Co.
Most of Hoare & Co’s

customers’ families
have banked there
for generations.
Clients are expected
to have a minimum
personal income of
£250,000 a year.
They also usually
need to bring at least
£500,000 in cash for
the bank to invest in
government bonds.

BuilderCop—Rowley
George

Newsdesk
020 7840 5656
Circulation
020 7840 5601

Write to
Socialist Worker
PO Box 71327
London
SE11 9BW

Keeping down
the council
tax—for some
GEORGE Osborne’s posh
family firm will enjoy a
business rate cut of more
than £3,400 a year.
New figures reveal the
Osborne & Little wallpaper
showroom in Chelsea will
get a 3.8 percent cut over
the next five years.
The firm will escape
business rates hikes
hitting other shops in
the area according to
business rent and rates
specialists CVS.
Osborne has a
15 percent stake in the
decorating firm.

FAT CAT OF
THE WEEK
Evgeny Lebedev
Oligarch
lWith his father
Alexander—the KGBman turned banking
oligarch—he owns
the Independent
newspapers, the London
Evening Standard and
the television channel
London Live.
lHe has a weakness for
jets.
l“The perception is
of Russians as dodgy,
shady businessmen or
ruthless, bare-chested
politicians, and we’re not
all like that.” No, not all.
lAt a party at his flat
guests guzzled down
14.5 kilos of caviar.
lBoris Johnson says
that Lebedev is “a major
force for good”.

Oik squeals for
Bullingdon
GEORGE Osborne’s chums
in the Bullingdon Club at
Oxford University used to
call him “Oik” because
he had gone to St Paul’s
public school instead of
Eton or Harrow.
A popular jape among
his fellow poshos was to
hold him upside down by
the ankles and scream,
“Who are you?”
After several “wrong”
answers, each followed by
Osborne being dropped
on his head, he was finally
released after squealing, “I
am a despicable ****.”

NEWS
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‘I was crying and in pain—
but they said I was coping’

Fresh wave
of benefit
cuts will hit
millions
THE ATTACKS on disabled
people are just one aspect
of Tory chancellor Philip
Hammond’s assault on
millions of people who
receive benefits.
Wave after wave of
shattering new cuts in
welfare come into effect
later this month or next
month.
They include:

>>continued from page 1

a week—and then had all my Pip
cut.
“The fact that I had brought my
medical files to the assessment was
used against me as evidence that I
was capable of mobility.”
Living on benefits is stressful
enough—having them cut just piles
on the pressure.
As Nicola explained, “My benefits
were the only way I could afford the
internet, but without that I am completely isolated.”
And politicians’ and the right
wing media’s scapegoating of benefit
claimants makes them live in fear.
Nicola said, “I’ve had people harass
me just because I took my child to the
park and yell that I should be working, not on benefits.

nWORKING AGE benefit
rates remain frozen. April
2017 will mark the second
year of a four-year freeze.
nA £30 a week cut for new
Employment and Support
Allowance (ESA) claimants
in the work-related activity
group.
This will slash around a
third of the current weekly
amount people receive in
ESA.
In the long run it will
take £680 million a year
from 450,000 people.

Stigma

“You can’t even have a good
quality of life because it is used it
against you.”
Denise McKenna, who has a schizophrenic disorder, agreed.
“There is a stigma around mental
health conditions, but the stigma
of being a ‘benefit scrounger’ is
even worse now,” she told Socialist
Worker.
Two Upper Tribunals ruled that the
Department for Work and Pensions
(DWP) should extend Pip to those
who suffer psychological distress.
But the Tories have reversed these
rulings—denying support to over
160,000 people with disabilities.
This could cut Pip to people with
conditions such as autism, schizophrenia, depression and dementia.
Denise had the mobility component of Pip cut. “During the interview
the social and psychological difficulties I have weren’t even discussed,”
she said.
“The assessments are humiliating
and they just assume you are lying.
“I have a box for my pills and my
assessor spent ages trying to say
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NICOLA JEFFREY (left) at her south east London home with her son

Breakfast in red
Wake up to Socialist Worker in your inbox
every morning. Sign up to our morning
newsletter ‘Breakfast in red’ and get a fresh
article every day
For news and analysis on the stories that
matter go to: socialistworker.co.uk/subscribe

that I didn’t need one so they could
cut my payments.”
Under new DWP guidelines “the
effects of psychological distress are
not relevant for mobility”.

Coped

Nicola described a similar experience
at her assessment. “I was crying and
in pain, but the letter that said they
were stopping my benefits claimed
‘I coped well at the interview’,” she
said.
“The more anxious I was getting
the more the assessor threatened to
end the interview and sanction me.”
Tory work and pensions secretary
Damian Green has now admitted that

Picture: Socialist Worker

“a handful of people” could completely lose their Pip.
Denise said, “If I had lost all my
benefits I would have been destitute
and I likely would have taken my
own life.”
The Tories are trying to present these changes as “tweaks”.
But these dangerous reforms are
simply stealing even more money
from disabled people while they give
tax giveaways to the bankers and
bosses.



What’s your story?
Email with your ideas
reports@socialistworker.co.uk

Day of action on benefits
WHILE THE Tories are ramping up about saving money,” she told
their assault on disabled people,
Socialist Worker.
there is resistance to their plans.
“It’s conscious cruelty.”
Disability rights campaigners
But resistance can push back
are building for a day of
these assaults.
action against benefit
Cassidy, a 17 year old
sanctions across Britain
who gets Pip, agreed, “It
on 30 March.
needs to be a movement
It has been organised
on the streets,” they said.
by the Unite union’s
“That’s where change
Community section.
happens.”
Paula Peters from
As Paula said, “If they
Disabled People Against
can U-turn on national
the Cuts slammed the
insurance increase they
Tories’ attacks on the
can U-turn on these
personal independence
changes to Pip.”
payment (PIP) benefit as
“blatant discrimination”.
For more information on the
Unite union day of action go
“There is no logic to
A DPAC protest
to bit.ly/1xX80yV
what they’re doing, it’s

nREMOVING EXTRA tax
credit for the first child
for new claimants. Over
the long term this takes
about £2 billion a year
split between four million
families.
nIN HOUSEHOLDS with
two or more children, any
subsequent children born
after April 2017 will not
be eligible for tax credit
support. This hits nearly
one million families.
nWithdrawing
entitlement to Housing
Benefit from most 18-21
year olds. This will hit
10,000 individuals a year
by 2020-21.
nWIDOWED Parents’
Allowance will be replaced
by Bereavement Support
Payment for new claimants.
Over 2,000 families with
children could lose out
each year.
Many of those affected are
in work but are low paid.
Figures last week from
the Office for National
Statistics showed that more
than two thirds of children
in poverty in Britain are in
working families.
This is more than ever
before in figures going back
20 years—up from
43 percent in 1997 to the
current 67 percent.
This exposes as false the
Tories’ claim that attacks on
benefits are to get people
back into work.
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Thousands
join demos
to stand up
to racism

Local groups
can keep up
momentum
AFTER Saturday’s demonstrations
Stand Up To Racism (SUTR)
must keep up the momentum and
become an even larger movement.
SUTR said, “Over the next year,
with your help, we’ll be working
tirelessly against Trump’s Muslim
Ban, our government’s neglect of
child refugees, the vicious wave of
anti-migrant scapegoating and the
alarming rise of hate crime.”
Several areas have already
planned regional conferences to
develop the next steps.
They include Birmingham and
the West Midlands, Manchester
and the North West, Sheffield and
South Yorkshire, and Bristol and
the South West.

Successful demonstrations last
Saturday show the potential to build
bigger resistance to the racist right
LARGE demonstrations organised
by Stand Up To Racism (SUTR)
last Saturday show the potential to build a mass movement
against racism.
Some 30,000 people marched in
London—10,000 more than on a
similar march last year.
There were also 3,000 in Glasgow
and up to 1,000 in Cardiff—a
dramatic increase on last year’s
Cardiff march.
The demonstrations were part of
an international day of action with
other events around Europe and
beyond.
Mohammed Kozbar, vice president of the Muslim Association of
Britain, told marchers, “The racists
are on the rise.
“But the good news is they can
be defeated if we unite, if we stand
together, if we have a strategy that
an attack on one of us is an attack
on all of us.”
Many marchers had suffered
racism. Marwa from Islington, north
London, said, “An adviser at the job
centre told me I wouldn’t get a job in
this country because I wear a hijab.
“But my hijab is part of my identity
and I’m not going to take it off for
anyone.”
Jonahan, a refugee who has been
detained, said politicians “don’t give
a damn about refugees, but we’re

Focus

Donald Trump’s visit, reported to
be planned for 5-8 October, will be
a major focus.
Socialist Worker believes
that SUTR groups will be most
effective if they meet regularly,
hold campaigning stalls, and take
up local and national anti-racist
campaigns.
One example comes from
Bristol where SUTR supporters
have joined with others to confront
attempts to police who receives
NHS treatment.
Now three local trade union
branches with members in the
NHS have agreed to defend any
member who refuses to check
passports.

BACK STORY

Tens of thousands of people
joined protests against racism
across Britain last Saturday
lThe Stand Up To Racism
demonstrations were part of an
international day of action
lMarchers wanted to defend
refugees, migrants and Muslims,
and oppose Donald Trump
lThe protests come as the
Tories ramp up scapegoating of
migrants and refugees
lThey show that the racist
rhetoric isnt’ all-powerful

not criminals and must have rights.”
European Union (EU) migrants
marched to defend their freedom
of movement—a right that Theresa
May refuses to guarantee.

Worked

Polish worker Dagmara came on the
SUTR coach from Leicester. “We’ve
lived here and worked here and built
up a life for ourselves,” she said.
“But now we’re being asked to
leave.”
There was a big, diverse turnout
of students and young people. Becky,
a sixth form student and Young
Labour member from Darlington

A SECTION of the anti-racist protest in London		

said, “After the election of Donald
Trump as US president there’s been
a lot more racist rhetoric around. We
have to stand up in solidarity with
people around the world.”
In Glasgow, university student
Nabila said, “The march can show
those that don’t feel brave enough
to speak out that there’s something
we can do.”
Former NHS worker Seonaid
Robertson was marching for the
rights of migrant workers. “We can’t
have an NHS without migrant workers,” she said.
“Friends of ours who have come
here from Hungary are very worried

FIGURE IT OUT

53

	
percent of refugees
worldwide come from
just three countries—
Syria, Afghanistan and
Somalia

39

	percent of the world’s
displaced people are
in the Middle East
and North Africa,
according to the UN
High Commission for
Refugees

Students joined the Glasgow protest 

Picture: Duncan Brown
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	percent are in
Europe—a tiny fraction
of the total

Picture: Socialist Worker

about what the Tories are saying.
Theresa May is dangerous—we have
to oppose her.”
Activists danced on Whitehall
around the Love Music Hate Racism
sound system truck.
Workers marched with their trade
union branches and SUTR workplace groups.
Rose Brown, Birmingham Unison
union secretary, said, “We affiliated to SUTR. We’re saying people
are welcome, and that the contribution migrants have made must be
recognised.”
Alan Chinn-Shaw, secretary of
Essex FBU union branch, agreed.

“Unity doesn’t stop at the border,”
he said. “We should be looking out
for the whole working class regardless of nationality.”
The TUC union federation and
many unions backed the demonstration. They need to step up their
anti-racist campaigning.
The demonstrations’ success
underlines that despite the frightening rise of the racist right, there is
an audience for building resistance.



On other pages...
Dutch elites offer no way out of a
crisis they caused >>Page 17

‘No more divide and rule’
IN London, TUC union
federation general
secretary Frances
O’Grady demanded,
“No more divide and
rule”.
She said, “We
need solutions not
scapegoating and
we demand the right
to remain for EU
citizens.”
Several Labour MPs
and union leaders also
spoke.
Speakers in

TUC general secretary
Frances O’Grady

Glasgow included
Labour MSP Anas
Sarwar and Scottish

government minister
Alasdair Allan. Labour
MP Jo Stevens
and Plaid Cymru
leader Leanne Wood
addressed the Cardiff
demo.
In a video message
Labour leader Jeremy
Corbyn told protesters,
“There could not be
a more important
time to redouble our
efforts in the fight
against racism and
Islamophobia.”

Get involved in the movement—go to
standuptoracism.org.uk

Protesters take on state
bigotry across the world
OVER 10,000 people
demonstrated in Paris on Sunday
against racism and police
violence, following marches
across Europe on Saturday.
Senegalese worker Lhadji
told Socialist Worker, “We are
told that our ‘way of life’ causes
problems.
“But this is a racist excuse to
divide and isolate migrants.”
Saturday’s biggest
demonstrations outside Britain
were in Greece. Refugees were a
huge part of them.
Up to 15,000 people marched
on the European Union office in
Athens.
On the island of Lesvos
refugees walked 7km from the
notorious Moria camp for a
2,000-strong march in the town
of Mytilini.
Around 4,000 people marched
on the Austrian parliament,
angry at a proposed headscarf
ban and draconian new asylum
law.
Around 1,500 protesters
marched through Amsterdam in
the rain, agitating against the

On the march in Athens

right wing outcome of the Dutch
elections (see page 17).
Up to 1,000 people protested
in Warsaw. Hundreds of people
also held protests in Catalonia,
Denmark and South Korea.
For a longer version go to
socialistworker.co.uk/art/44285/L

WHAT WE THINK

LABOUR RIGHT WON’T BE
BEATEN AT ITS OWN GAME

S

O MUCH has changed
inside the Labour Party,
and yet so little.
A new, mass
membership flooded
into the party in 2015, reversing a
decline that had seemed terminal.
They installed a left wing leader
by a massive majority and against
the wishes of most Labour MPs—
and kept him there.
This terrifies and outrages
MPs used to controlling the party
without having to pay too much
attention to what members think.
That’s why when Labour MPs
really want to go for Corbyn, they
go for his supporters.
This week the Observer
newspaper revealed “A hard-left
plot by supporters of Jeremy
Corbyn to seize permanent
control of the Labour party.”
It claimed a “secret tape” from
an open public meeting exposed
plans for the Unite union to
affiliate to left wing Labour group
Momentum. Activists discussed
how to get left supporters elected
to Labour’s conference and
national executive committee.
Nothing on the tape was the
smoking gun promised by the
headline.
But it was enough to ignite the

fury of Labour MPs. For deputy
leader Tom Watson, the tape was
evidence of “entryism”.
Others piled in behind him. It
was reminiscent of smears against
Corbyn supporters during the two
recent leadership elections.
Yet though the membership has
grown larger and louder, MPs and
the right still hold the whip hand.
Watson can clearly get away
with saying whatever he likes.
Corbyn tried to tell him off on
Monday afternoon—and was
punished for it at a Parliamentary
Labour Party meeting that evening.
And the right still control
Labour’s bureaucratic structures,
out of reach of ordinary members.
So internal battles are stacked

‘‘

Deputy leader
Tom Watson can
clearly get away
with saying
whatever he likes

against the left. Corbyn was not
even able to get his preferred
candidate onto Labour’s shortlist
for a coming by-election in the
Manchester Gorton safe seat.
The “revelations” about
Momentum were timed to
interfere with Unite’s current
leadership elections.
Unite is Britain’s largest union
and Labour’s biggest funder,
making its leader Len McCluskey a
powerful figure in Labour.
His backing has helped Corbyn
weather the right’s attacks, so the
right want rid of him.
Yet McCluskey is not a reliable
ally. He has already hinted that he
could abandon Corbyn if Labour’s
poor performance in opinion polls
doesn’t improve.
Left and right in Labour are
now in a stalemate—but Corbyn
and the left weaken as it goes on.
Corbyn has already made too
many concessions, and the left
can’t win by fighting over Labour’s
internal structures where the right
is naturally strongest.
The alternative is fighting where
our side gets its power—by
building a broader movement in
the streets and workplaces to not
simply change Labour, but change
society too.

FROM REBEL TO MINISTER
R
EBELS ARE often condemned
in their lifetime and praised
in death. Former Irish
Republican Army (IRA) leader
Martin McGuiness managed to
receive the praise while still alive.
McGuiness, who died this week,
went from fighting the British state
to negotiating with it.
He went from being denounced
by the bigot Ian Paisley to
chuckling with him as his deputy
first minister.
He explained joining the IRA
as a logical outcome of being 18

when police baton-charged civil
rights protesters in Derry.
He was one of several IRA
members flown to London in
1972 for talks with members of
the British cabinet. He was 22.
By the mid-1990s the British
state hoped to reach a compromise
with the Republicans that would
make sectarianism in Northern
Ireland manageable for Britain.
That McGuinness agreed to that
compromise explains the warm
weasel words from Tony Blair
and his ilk. That he led resistance

to the state at all explains the
continuing bitter hostility from the
Tory right.
Irish Republicanism was born
from an honourable opposition to
colonialism and empire.
But Irish politics is littered
with parties that broke with
insurrectionary Republicanism,
ditched the gun and made peace
with imperialism.
McGuinness’s life embodied a
tragic truth—that courage and
fighting spirit are not enough to
transform the system.

Highlights
and themes

Resisting the
racist backlash

Donald Trump,
the US and
resistance

100 years since
the Russian
Revolution

War, imperialism,
the Middle East
and Palestine

Fighting
oppression

Jeremy Corbyn,
Labour and the
fight for socialism
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The best democracy
that money can buy
SPEAKING AGAINST a law to outlaw bribing MPs over
200 years ago, William Windham MP said, “The Bill it
appears to do away with corruption. Would it do away
with property? If once we begun on the path to reform,
we could never stop, and if once we made a change to
please the people, they would go on; they would never
know when they had had enough.”
Elections can still be bought. While voters are no longer
bought beer in rotten boroughs, the spending at elections is
eye watering.
The Tories were fined a record £70,000 last week. An
Electoral Commission inquiry found the party had failed to
record correctly a total of £275,000 spent during the 2015
general election and at three by-elections.
Criminal charges are also being considered across 12 police
force areas over claims of expenses fraud by the Tories in the
2015 election. Theresa May’s most senior aides are involved in
the controversy.
There is also an investigation into allegations that the
Tories spent more than the legal limit on the campaign in
South Thanet, where the party was trying to stop Nigel
Farage, then Ukip’s leader, from winning.
Stephen Parkinson, May’s political secretary, and Chris
Brannigan, director of government relations, were named in
emails leaked to Channel 4 News.
Nick Timothy, May’s chief of staff, has already been
named as having worked in South Thanet. Simon Day, the
then treasurer, is under investigation as well.
And a small gaggle of Tory MPs have been interviewed
under caution.
MPs failed to declare help received from activists on the
Tory battlebus. There are tens of thousands of pounds in
undeclared hotel bills.
The Electoral Commission had to go to the courts to get
the Tories to hand over the paperwork.
While the spending limits for a party’s national campaign
are relatively large, the maximum an individual candidate
can spend on a local campaign is much smaller.
A fair few Tory MPs went over their local spending limits
if the battlebus is included.

Admitted

The accounting was signed off by senior party members
and it had “the full financial and practical support” of Tory
HQ. Tory chiefs initially said the tour had cost £38,996.06.
But once the probe started they admitted it cost another
£63,486.83.
The battlebus was approved by chairman Lord Feldman,
ex-deputy chairman Stephen Gilbert and election guru and
dog-whistle blower Lynton Crosby.
The scandal could lead to enough by-elections to cost the
Tories a majority.
Mark Clarke was behind the Tories’ campaign operation.
Clarke faced allegations that he bullied, blackmailed and
sexually assaulted fellow activists during his RoadTrip2015
campaign.
Elliot Johnson, who later took his own life, had written
letters accusing Clarke of bullying. A tape emerged of Clarke
interrogating Johnson.
One of the by-elections that saw misspending was at
Rochester in 2014. During it May was filmed campaigning
alongside Clarke.
She slapped him on the back and praised his work for the
Tories at a rally.
But now Clarke has been expelled from the party and
started giving stories on the scandal to the media.
Whether the rumours of a snap election are true or not
money has started to flow again. Spending is already far
beyond the usual ahead of council elections in May.
There was a total reported £39,023,564 spent at the 2015
general election by a combination of 57 parties and 23
non-party campaigners.
That doesn’t include staff costs or deposits. It doesn’t
include the money spent by candidates.
The Tory party spent £15.5 million of that. That was
£3.5 million more than Labour.
The Tory majority in parliament is 12. There are 22 seats
where their majority was less than 5 percent of the vote.
Fined or not, they will see it as money well spent.

PROTEST OVER school funding cuts last Saturday in Sandbach, Cheshire

Schools revolt and Scotland
standoff add to Tories’ woes
by SADIE ROBINSON

THE TORIES are on the
rocks over their attacks
on schools. Their so-called
Fair Funding Formula will
see 98 percent of schools
i n E n g l a n d s u ffe r rea l
terms cuts.
A public consultation on
the plan was due to end on
Wednesday. Senior Tories
have vowed to vote against
it if it is put unchanged to
parliament.
The crisis comes days
after the Tories were forced
to retreat on raising national
insurance contributions.
Scottish first minister
Nicola Sturgeon’s demand
for a second independence
referendum is another headache for May (see page 20).
The government is under
such pressure that some
senior Tories want a snap
general election.

Attacks

The attacks on education
have sparked protests and
meetings across England as
parents fight back (see pages
10&11).
Hundreds marched in
Sandbach, Cheshire, last
Saturday against the funding formula. Parent Victoria
helped set up a campaign
against the cuts there.
She told Socialist Worker,
“I would say there were
1,500 people there at least,
including loads of children.

And we’re already preparing
for our next protest.
“People think it’s an affluent area but it’s not. We don’t
all send our children to private school.”
Adam Unwin is co-author
of Rethinking Education,
which looks at how neoliberalism has transformed education across the globe.
He told Socialist Worker
the funding formula “hits
some areas more than
others”.
He said, “High costs of
education in London—such
as staffing, transport and

buildings—are downplayed.
And extra staffing required
for children with special educational needs or who have
English as an additional language will be cut.
“Cuts are skewed to hit the
poorest.”

Selective

Who gains from posh schools?

Will they rush to a vote?
SENIOR Tories including
party chair Patrick
McLoughlin, chief whip
Gavin Williamson and
the prime minister’s
private secretary
George Hollingbery have
discussed holding a snap
election in May.
Prospective
Tory MPs have
been asked to
confirm they will
apply to stand in
constituencies
before
24 March.
Tories fear
that Theresa
May could
suffer further

Theresa May

damaging defeats over
her Brexit bill. She has
twice been defeated on
the bill in the House of
Lords, although these
were later reversed.
They also hope an
early election could
head off the revolt over
grammar schools
and school funding.
It’s a sign that a
significant number
of Tories feel that
their party’s woes
are going to get
worse, not better.

Theresa May also wants new
selective grammar schools
—generating yet more
opposition.
Madeleine Holt is a parent
at Yerbury primary school in
London and co-founder of the
Rescue Our Schools group.
She told Socialist Worker,
“It feels like there is an allout assault on schools and
education, with the grammar
school announcement the
final kick in the teeth.
“Every parent I know is
incensed about the cuts.”
The government has
thrown billions at privatelyrun free schools while refusing to fund essential repairs
in state-run schools.
A Public Accounts
Committee heard evidence
about the state of schools earlier this month.
Former head teacher Phil
Keay described students at a
Sunderland school having to
be “hosed down” after asbestos leaks.
But the Tories are determined to push privatisation.
A victory over education
cuts would deepen the Tories’
crisis—and boost everyone
who wants to resist them.

NEWS
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Drug study
covered up
to protect
private firm

NHS

Documents suggest the government
knew a pregnancy test was causing
birth defects, writes Charlie Kimber
NEW EVIDENCE has emerged of
a cover-up involving the government, medical authorities and
giant corporations.
Families believed for decades
that hormone-based pregnancy test
drug Primodos—used widely in the
1960s and 70s—might have been
responsible for serious birth defects.
These include missing limbs,
brain damage, heart defects and
spina bifida.
Primodos contained hormones
that would later be used in the
morning-after pill, but much more
concentrated. One dose of Primodos
equates to 13 morning-after pills.
A review of archived documents
by Sky News has found a damning
study conducted in January 1975
by Dr William Inman. He was then
principal medical officer for the
British government.
Inman found that women who
took a hormone pregnancy test
were five times more likely to have
a disabled child than those who
didn’t.
He didn’t make his findings
public. Instead he spoke to the
manufacturing company ScheringPlough so it could “take measures to
avoid medico-legal problems”.
Later files reportedly claimed
Inman destroyed his papers—and
that “he has done that to prevent
individual claims being based on his
material”. Inman died in 2005.

Remove

The present British drugs regulator
said the decision was taken in 1975
to inform the manufacturer of preliminary findings so the company
could decide whether to remove it.
In June 1975, a warning was
placed on Primodos packets.
Extraordinarily for a pregnancy
test, it stated that the drug should
not be taken during pregnancy
because of the risk that it may cause
“congenital abnormalities”.
At this stage, it had already been
on the market for 15 years. It wasn’t
withdrawn for another three. It has
also emerged that the pills were not
tested before being given to women.

Hospital workers say no to outsourcing
BARNSLEY HOSPITAL workers in the Unison,
Unite and GMB unions and Save Our NHS
campaigners lobbied a board of governors’
meeting on Wednesday of last week.
The hospital has set up a private company
called Barnsley Support Services. It wants
to transfer the hospital estate, maintenance,

An advert for Primodos

Labour MP Yasmin Qureshi has
supported those campaigning for an
investigation.
She said, “These documents form
a significant discovery. I believe
there may have been a cover-up.”

Unthinkable

Marie Lyon is chair of campaign
group Association for Children
Damaged by Hormone Pregnancy
Tests. She said, “It’s unthinkable
that more than 40 years after our
children were born, neither the sufferers nor their mothers have had
justice.”
She added that when families
tried to take legal action before,
“We were told if we wanted to proceed with the case we would have
to remortgage our homes.”
Schering-Plough has now been
taken over by pharmaceutical giant
Bayer, which made profits of almost
£4 billion last year.
Bayer has said the use of Primodos
in the 1970s was “in compliance
with prevailing laws”. It claims
there is only “extremely weak”
evidence of a causal link between
Primodos and birth defects.
This shocking story reveals the
contempt those at the top hold for
ordinary people.

procurement and other support staff to it.
Existing staff will be protected for a period
under Tupe regulations but unions fear that the
move will lead to a two-tier workforce.
Liz Mawson, lead steward for Unison, said, “If
our hospital goes down this route other hospitals
Report and Picture: Tony Nuttall
will follow.” 	

Hundreds march against downgrade
of A&E as opposition to cuts spreads
by TOMÁŠ TENGELY-EVANS

AROUND 500 people marched
to save their local accident and
emergency (A&E) department at
King George Hospital in Redbridge,
east London, last Saturday.
They are fighting plans to
downgrade the A&E into an
“urgent care centre” which only
deals with minor injuries.
This attack is part of a much
broader plan to slash health
services across north east London.
It is one of 44 regional
Sustainability and Transformation
Plans (STPs) the Tories are
imposing on the NHS in England,
aiming to slash £22 billion by
2020/21.
East London GP Jackie
Applebee-Turner said, “They say
that they won’t have to close any
hospitals in north east London
because our population is growing
and we will need them. But we
say, ‘What about King George?’
“They say it was decided before
the STP so it doesn’t count but

Demonstrating in Redbridge

that’s complete nonsense—of
course it counts”.
Jackie said, “The big problem
is that they want to make half a
billion in ‘efficiency savings’ across
north east London.”
Bosses argue that Queen’s

Hospital in neighbouring Romford
will take up the slack from
Redbridge after the closure.
But Jackie said, “No hospital
trust in London has reached the
targets for four hour waits in A&E.
“It’s supposed to be
95 percent—in Queen’s it was
84 percent. How has Queen’s
got the capacity to take patients
that would normally go to King
George?”
There is growing opposition
to the Tories’ plans. Local health
campaigns have been boosted by
the magnificent 200,000-strong
national demonstration in defence
of the NHS earlier this month.
Under pressure from these
campaigns, a growing number of
councils have refused to sign off on
their local STPs.
A planned march in Leeds on
Saturday 1 April could be the next
step in taking forward the fight.
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Workers are
last in first
of Trump’s
US budgets
Attacks on workers could be trouble
for Trump—if the movement stays
strong enough, says Alistair Farrow
US PRESIDENT Donald Trump
is creating more enemies for
himself every day.
Whether he’s attacking trans
people, migrants, women or
Muslims, the pool of people the
movement against Trump can draw
from is growing.
Two figures released recently
show the scale of Trump’s unpopularity among ordinary people.
The first, by the CNN news
channel, showed some two thirds
of people think undocumented
migrants should have the opportunity to get US citizenship.
The second was the disastrous
Gallup presidential approval ratings
released on Monday.
Trump’s approval rating stands
at 37 percent. The average at this
point in presidencies since 1953 is
63 percent.
Some bookies are offering odds
as short as 4/10 for Trump not to
complete his first term.
But Trump won’t be forced out by
his unpopularity alone.

Brutal

His “America First” budget,
announced last Friday, sketches
out brutal cuts for ordinary people
in the US.
The Environmental Protection
Agency is to have its budget slashed
by £2 billion—that’s 31 percent.
At the same time he promised to
increase military spending by more
than £43 billion.
If the budget goes ahead, the
states that voted for Trump will be
among those worst affected by the
cuts.
That will fuel more anger against
the billionaire bigot.
The movement against Trump
needs to be ready for that shift,
which has begun already.
Trump’s latest attempt at a
Muslim ban was rejected by a judge
last week. But it is open to other
legal attempts by Trump’s team to
force it through.
Activist Sonni Farrow told
Socialist Worker, “I think it’s a wait
and see on ban number two.”

BACK STORY

Trump has suffered two bad
polls in the last week
lIt comes after his second
attempt at a Muslim travel ban
was blocked by a court earlier
this month
lTrump still wants to stop
people from six Muslim-majority
countries from entering the US
lBut previous attempts at a ban
were met with big protests
lNow Trump’s attacks on
workers and others could feed
the movement against him

Sonni explained that activists are
maintaining the networks which
mobilised protests to shut down
airports for the first Muslim ban in
February.
“The airport networks in New
York City are anchored by left
NGOs,” said Sonni.
“What was exciting is the wider
spontaneous turn out independent
of the NGOs.”
Many of those taking part in the
movement against Trump have only
been recently drawn into political
activity.
Now the movement needs to
keep up momentum and the greatest possible unity.
Sonni said, “US organisers are
trying to make a clear alliance
between black struggle, immigrant
struggle and feminist struggle, with
non-traditional worker organising
and sanctuary demands.”
The Harvest Movement, the
migrant rights coalition that organised the A Day Without Us protests
and strikes last month, is mobilising
for May Day.
It has called for a month of
events on campuses starting from
this Tuesday to build for the 1 May
protests.



TRUMP TOUTED his military spending increase in a speech aboard a new aircraft carrier last month

American bombs kill Syrian civilians
by TOMÁŠ TENGELY-EVANS

THE US military have confirmed
that their warplanes struck a
mosque in a Syrian village near
the city of Aleppo last Thursday.
At least 42 people were killed
and dozens more injured when
300 people were inside the
mosque for evening prayers.
The US military claimed it was
targeting an Al Qaeda meeting
place across the road.
Village resident Abu
Muhammed said he “heard
powerful explosions when the
mosque was hit”.
“It was right after prayers at
a time when there are usually
religious lessons for men in it.”

FIGURE IT OUT

950

 ossible civilian deaths caused
P
by US-led coalition airstrikes
in Iraq and Syria this month, as
reported by monitoring group
Airwars

2,590

Minimum number of civilians
killed by the coalition since 2014

19,082

Number of coalition airstrikes in
Iraq and Syria during this period

Resignation for Israel critic

On other pages...

Mass strikes after pensions attack
in Brazil >>Page 17

He added,“I saw 15 bodies
and lots of body parts when I
arrived.
“We couldn’t even recognise
some of the bodies.”
While Donald Trump is
more of a loose cannon on
foreign policy, he is absolutely
committed to US imperialism.
He is trying to remove Barack
Obama’s flimsy legal constraints
on using drones.
Meanwhile, 42 refugees were
killed off the Yemeni coast after
a US-built Apache helicopter
attacked their boat.
Saudi Arabia denied its forces
were involved.
But it has Apache helicopters
and is waging a brutal war in
Yemen.

Former UN agency head Rima Khalaf

HEAD OF a United
Nations (UN) agency
Rima Khalaf has been
forced to resign after
publishing a report
calling Israel an
apartheid state.
The report by the
UN Economic and
Social Commission for
Western Asia (Escwa)
was published last
Wednesday. It said
Israel was guilty of
imposing apartheid on
Palestinians. It points

to Israeli policies
aimed at tackling the
“demographic threat”
of Palestinians by
ensuring a Jewish
majority population.
These include
allowing Jewish
people from any part
of the world to take
up Israeli citizenship
while denying
Palestinian refugees
the right to return.
The report
condemns the Israeli

state’s “essentially
racist character”.
It also said
governments should
“support boycott,
divestment and
sanctions” activities
against Israel.
Pro-Israeli groups
pressured the UN to
reject the report.
Khalaf said UN
secretary general
Antonio Guterres
insisted the report
was withdrawn.
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Just a
thought...

A happy
medium?

Martin Chapman
Swansea

Ban is racist
THE JUDGEMENT of the
European Court of Justice
on religious and political
symbols in workplaces is an
attack on Muslim women.
It allows bosses to ban
the wearing of the hijab in
a workplace.
As a socialist I support
the right of every woman to
choose what they wear. We
must stand in solidarity
with those affected against
this institutional racism.

Claire Chandler
East London

Memorial of a
shameful war

Illustration: Tim Sanders

READERS MAY find the
debate about schools and
the Welsh language hard to
follow (Letters, 1 March
and 15 March).
Dual stream schools
provide bilingual education
for the English stream with
a choice to do some other
subjects in English. Welsh
medium schools teach all
pupils mostly in Welsh.
The over 700 objections
raised to the change from
dual stream to Welsh
medium in Llangennech
school in Llanelli weren’t all
from opponents of the
Welsh language.
The change could mean
children who live next door
to each other having to go
to separate schools.
The argument for just
Welsh medium is that it
protects the language and
creates “true bilingualism”,
claimed to have serious
benefits. I worry that
non-bilingual children
could be labelled less able.
Supporting full equality
of the Welsh language does
not mean everyone must be
truly bilingual.

There’s plenty of room for
refugees—just ask the toffs
WE NEED to thank the Financial
Times newspaper for helping to
explode the myth that “Britain is
full”. Last week it ran a fawning
profile of Britain’s largest
landowner, the Duke of Buccleuch.
He has a mere 240,000 acres to
call his own. This is made up of a
120-room castle, a Georgian
mansion and a palace inspired by
Versailles. The family also has a
palace in Edinburgh, a 75,000 acre
estate and 850 smaller properties.
The Duke has to get by on
owning a company with a market
value of £250 million, a 25,000
square foot shopping centre, a
172,000 square foot industrial
estate and 12,000 homes.
Obviously, as a consequence the

poor Duke is “constantly on the
move”. He modestly calls himself
“a nomad with some very
substantial tents”.
After being educated at Eton
College, the Duke became a
member of the Bullingdon Club at
Oxford University. Its exalted
activities include trashing pubs
and restaurants and burning £50
notes in front of homeless people.
Many titled landowners in
Scotland gained their estates from
the Highland Clearances during
the 18th and 19th centuries.
People were forcibly evicted to
make way for the profit of sheep
farming. This resulted in a pattern
of rural depopulation and
emigration from Scotland.

Less than 3 percent of England
is built on and only 7 percent of
Britain is urban.
There are 635,000 empty homes
in England with 216,000 of these
unoccupied for longer than six
months.
This is the result of a system
that is based on profit not need.
We are forever being told that
we’re too full to accept refugees
when there are people already
here who are homeless or in poor
housing.
But there’s room for decent
homes for all. What Britain is
really too full of is rich landowners
hogging everything for themselves.

Eleanor Woyen
Hull

Making pickets official Soldiers, like cops, have a licence to kill
may backfire on Tories
THANKS TO Sadie Robinson for her coverage of the
Trade Union Act (Socialist
Worker, 8 March).
But I disagree with her
view that the Act is aimed
to “put strikers off
picketing”. Instead, the
thrust of the Act here is to
further increase trade union
control of picketing.
The introduction of a
picket supervisor, however
irritating, does not
significantly add to a
union’s existing liability for
court action if there is not
“peaceful picketing”. Just

read the now superseded
1992 Code of Practice on
Picketing.
Ironically the law, by
giving the picket supervisor
a statutory basis, may
enhance the legitimacy of
picketing.
After the 1926 General
Strike, the then Tory
government contemplated a
proposal to make pickets
wear armbands. This was
dropped because it would
suggest that “a picket is a
privileged person”.
Dave Lyddon
Keele, Staffordshire

The death penalty was
abolished in Britain in 1965
following high profile
miscarriages of justice.
It was as part of a series
of major reforms including
the legalisation of abortion
and homosexuality.
But it seems to have been
revived in the form of
extra-judicial executions by
police and the military.
So it was hardly
surprising when Royal
Marine sergeant Alexander
Blackman’s sentence for
killing a wounded Afghan
man was downgraded from
murder to manslaughter.
It was more surprising

that the incident even
resulted in a trial. Would it
have done if the footage of
the execution recorded on a
fellow soldier’s helmet
camera hadn’t been
discovered?
Cressida Dick was the

senior police officer in
charge of the murder of
innocent Brazilian
electrician Jean Charles de
Menezes and subsequently
spreading lies about him.
She has now been
promoted to Metropolitan
police commissioner.
Britain and the US
habitually use drones to
murder unconvicted terror
suspects by remote control.
Why would they bother
about the law or the
Geneva Convention when
the lives at stake are black
or brown?

Sarah Cox
West London
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THE QUEEN recently
unveiled a memorial to
682 soldiers killed in
Iraq and Afghanistan.
It will stand as a
reminder of the lives
needlessly expended
by our rulers. As well
as their own forces, far
more people died in the
countries they invaded.
It might also remind
us of the turmoil they
left behind and how Isis
arose from the ashes.
William Burns
Edinburgh

Stereotyping
never stopped
KIM YUNG-A tried to
retrieve her children
when they hilariously
interrupted an interview
with her husband Robert
Kelly on live TV.
Many viewers thought
she was their nanny.
Similar stereotyping
occurred in London at an
International Women’s
Day event. Three black
Hackney councillors were
mistaken for cleaners.
If you think we live in
a post-racial society, you
need to think again.
Jenny Leow
East London

Give credit
to the courts
YOU’RE WRONG about
the reason South Korea’s
president Park Geun-hye
was impeached. It wasn’t
a mass movement, but
evidence of corruption
and South Korea’s strong
and effective judiciary.
Simon Fraser
on Facebook

Hammond is
on thin ice
TORY chancellor Philip
Hammond rapidly
dropped his tax hike on
the self-employed.
I should think so too.
Self-employed people
don’t get statutory sick
pay, paid holidays or help
with a pension.
The Tory manifesto
promised no tax rises.
Susan Renshaw
on Facebook

They are right
to be afraid
MARGARET Thatcher’s
government feared the
truth about Orgreave.
And the Tories are still
telling lies because they
know the truth will make
them unelectable.
Ian Williams
on Facebook
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A

SIMMERING revolt
is spreading across
England. Parents are
setting up campaign
groups, organising
meetings, printing
leaflets and calling demonstrations.
They are mobilising tens of thousands of others to join a battle to
stop the government slashing billions
of pounds from school funding. The
Tories may have bitten off more than
they can chew.
Their ironically-named “fair funding formula” will snatch £3 billion
from schools a year by 2020. Parents
know there is nothing fair about it—
and have set up Fair Funding for All
Schools (FFFAS) groups to fight back.
Matt is the co-founder of the
national FFFAS. “In three months
we’ve got groups in about seven
London boroughs and also in the
Tory shires,” he said. “New groups
are being set up in places such as
Devon and South Gloucester.
“It’s not confined to one area.”
Parent Ellie helped set up a local
group in Lambeth, south London.
“We only started six weeks ago,” she
said. “We’ve already handed out over
15,000 leaflets and over 20 schools
now have parent reps.”
Around 300 people joined an angry
meeting over the cuts in Lambeth last
week. It followed big meetings held
across England.
Bristol parent Huw is helping build
a meeting over the cuts for later this
month. “In the last week around ten
or 12 parents have taken hundreds
and hundreds of leaflets to distribute,” he said. “I’ve never seen that
before.”
Sixth form teacher Jean described
a “fantastic” campaign in Shrewsbury.
“It has brought together parents,
teachers and head teachers—which
is very different,” she said.

Driving

“The driving force though is the parents. They’ve been really fired up.
They can see how schools can’t cut
anymore.”
Parent Victoria co-runs FFFAS in
Cheshire East. “I set up the Cheshire
East campaign at the end of January,”
she said. “Now we have 3,500 members on Facebook and have leafletted
the whole area.”
Cheshire East will become the
worst funded local authority in
England if the funding formula goes
ahead. Rebecca, a parent and teacher
in the area, said there has been “a
huge response” to the plan.
“People are outraged,” she said.
“In my school this could mean the
loss of 14 teachers by 2019/20.”
But schools are already at breaking point.
Rebecca said her school has
already cut support staff “particularly

‘‘

People are
outraged. In my
school this
could mean the
loss of 14
teachers

SCHOOL
BULLIES

“We have good schools but they
are very old,” she said. “The heating
bill is astronomical. But there’s no
extra money to pay it.”

C

OUNCILLORS, head
teachers and even Tory
MPs have criticised the
funding formula. A consultation on the plan
ends this week and parents feel they can push the Tories
back. But they are rightly mistrustful.
Matt said, “The government’s position is untenable.
“But my fear is they will give something to the shires and leave London
with huge cuts. We can’t let them
turn this into a metropolitan versus
rural argument.”

Rejected

MEET THEIR MATCH
Theresa May and her education secretary Justine
Greening may have bitten off more than they can
chew as resistance spreads to their snatching of
schools’ funding. Sadie Robinson reports
FIGURE IT OUT

By 2020 real terms school
funding in England will be slashed
every year by

£3 billion

Recent corporation tax cuts
amount to a giveaway to bosses of

£70 billion

admin staff and teaching assistants”.
Budget cuts have also meant “there is
no money available for any extracurricular events, enrichment activities
or new resources”.
Lambeth parent Ibtisam added,
“My daughter used to have one full
time teaching assistant (TA) in her
class. Now the TA rotates across the
year group.”
Liz is a parent governor at a primary school in Enfield, north London.
“We have seen budget cuts for the last
three years,” she said. “But this year’s
are even greater and the future looks
pretty bleak.
“In Enfield a two-tier education
system is just around the corner.
“Some state maintained schools—
those with plenty of wealthy parents—are asking for monthly direct
debits from parents.
“Obviously schools with a less
wealthy parent body cannot rely on
this sort of support and no school
should have to.”
Kasia is a parent and special educational needs teacher in Lambeth.
“Children are already raising money
with bake sales and things,” she said.
“In my school the girls have fundraised to pay for their football kits.”
“The parent teacher association raises a lot of money for the
playground.”

Children protesting at Kensall school in Cheshire

Nightmare

The new cuts open up a nightmare
scenario. A new Education Policy
Institute report found primary schools
would lose £74,000—and secondary
schools would lose £291,000.
Every primary school would lose
two teachers—and every secondary
school would lose six.
The trade unions’ website schoolcuts.org.uk puts the losses even
higher—over £100,000 for the average primary school and £470,000 for
a secondary.
Schools will be pushed to employ
unqualified teachers to cut costs.
There won’t be enough books or other
materials to go around. Trips could
become a thing of the past.
In South Gloucestershire, one head
said the cuts could lead to a four-day
week in schools.
The Local Government Association
said councils may be unable to meet
legal obligations such as checking
staff for criminal records or buildings
for asbestos.
Lambeth parent rep Natasha
retorted, “If a parent put a child at

Ellie

Ibtisam

Kasia

Natasha

Cuts to childhood

T

HE TORIES’ cuts and
moves to privatise the
education system are
part of a much bigger
agenda to turn schools into exam
factories.
Schools will also be pushed
to focus on “core” subjects—and
could scrap others altogether.
For some, this transforms the
idea of what education is for.
Parent Netty is a musician
who runs an after-school music
club. “It’s as though if you
can’t pass a national exam in
something, it’s not worth doing,”
she said.
“But there’s more to life than
that.
“People are really angry
because this gets you in the
heart.”
The cuts mean a much worse
education for all children, but
those who need more help will
suffer the most.
Jodie from Shrewsbury said
having the chance to play
music helped her daughter,
who “struggled academically”,

to become “more confident in
other areas”.
She added, “If it wasn’t for
the extra support she had, I
doubt she would have made it
through school.”
South London teacher Kasia
said, “I support a boy who is
severely dyslexic. He can’t
read and write on his own—it’s
impossible for him to be there
without support.
“Previously I supported a boy
on the autism spectrum. I would
take him out of the classroom
and do something completely
different with him if needed.
“Without me, he’s just sitting
there.”
The Tories won’t just have an
impact in the classroom, but
damage children’s experience of
growing up.
As Jodie said, “School isn’t
just about learning to read,
write and solve problems.
“It’s about nursing those
lights that children shine.”

risk, they’d be charged with neglect.
If the government does it, it’s ok!”
GMB union national schools organiser Sharon Wilde told the Lambeth
meeting how one school in Surrey
was told to find £250,000 in savings.
“They downgraded TAs, then made
some redundant,” she said.
“Then they said TAs would have
to teach. Now they say they will drop
some of the teaching staff down to
four days a week.”

I

T’S NOT that the money isn’t
there. As Shrewsbury parent
Jodie put it, “Cutting school
budgets while handing corporations a £70 billion tax cut is
preposterous.”
The Tories don’t want to spend
money on working class children.
Besides, they’ve got a more important agenda to push.
The Tories are ploughing billions into free schools
while state-run schools rot.
Free schools, which are privately-run but state-funded,
don’t provide a better education. But they do undermine
the state’s role in providing
education.
Jodie said, “I fear the free
school and grammar school
idea is a sneaky way to break
the school system so it can be
privatised.”
Parent Netty added, “I think
there’s a political agenda. It
feels like we’re going back to
the 1950s. The gap between
those who have and those who
have not is getting wider.”

selective grammar schools.
“We’ve had grammar schools and
they failed,” she said. “Why not take
a hint?” Rebecca said the government is “planning a return to selective education”.
“The best schools will be able to
‘cream’ off the best students, leaving
the weaker students for schools seen
as struggling,” she explained. “These
schools will then be able to achieve
top grades, making them more
appealing, and they will become
oversubscribed.
“More students equals more funding—so these schools will grow while
poorer schools struggle.”
For Victoria, it’s “upsetting” that
the government seems to be promoting “segregation”. She added that the
money for free and grammar schools
is desperately needed elsewhere.

FIGURE IT OUT

Each primary school could lose

£103,000
2 teachers

Each secondary school could lose

£470,000
6 teachers

He said many parents had rejected the
Tories’ attempts to set schools against
each other. “The MPs in Cheshire are
Tories and they said too much money
is going to London,” he said.
“But at a meeting I went to there,
every single parent said no, we’re not
listening to that. They said we want
a bigger pie.”
Victoria added, “To take from one
school to give to another when there’s
already not enough money in the pot
is not fair on anyone.”
Jean said the Tories can be pushed
back. “We’ve seen them turn around
very quickly over the national insurance rises,” she said.
“We need to keep up the pressure, maybe with a day of action or
a protest.”
Ellie pledged that parents would
stop the attack. “We’re not going to
let the education budget get cut,” she
said. “This campaign is taking off everywhere—and the government would
be unwise to ignore us.”
But the fight can’t be left to parents
alone. The NUT teachers’ union, and
Unison and GMB unions that organise
TAs, needs to take action, call demonstrations and organise strikes that can
stop the attacks on education.
“Schools have to be places where
children can thrive,” said Ellie.
“We don’t want to go back to
30 years ago when school was just
something you survived.”

‘‘

Selective

Natasha had a strong response
to Theresa May’s plan to open new
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A clear message from a school in Lambeth, south London

The schools are
very old. The
heating bill is
astronomical and
there’s no money
to pay for it
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WHAT WE
STAND FOR
These are the core politics of
the Socialist Workers Party.
INDEPENDENT WORKING
CLASS ACTION
Under capitalism workers’ labour
creates all profit. A socialist
society can only be constructed
when the working class seizes
control of the means of production
and d emocratically plans how they
are used.
REVOLUTION NOT REFORM
The present system cannot be
patched up or reformed as the
established Labour and trade
union leaders say.
It has to be overthrown.
Capitalism systematically
degrades the natural world.
Ending environmental crisis
means creating a new society.
THERE IS NO
PARLIAMENTARY ROAD
The structures of the present
parliament, army, police and
judiciary cannot be taken over
and used by the working class.
They grew up under capitalism
and are designed to protect the
ruling class against the workers.
The working class needs an
entirely different kind of state—a
workers’ state based upon
councils of workers’ delegates and
a workers’ militia.
At most parliamentary
activity can be used to make
propaganda against the present
system.
Only the mass action of the
workers themselves can destroy
the system.
INTERNATIONALISM
The struggle for socialism is
part of a worldwide s truggle.
We campaign for solidarity with
workers in other countries.
We oppose everything which
turns workers from one country
against those from other countries.
We oppose racism and
imperialism.We oppose all
immigration controls.
We support the right of black
people and other oppressed
groups to organise their own
defence.We support all genuine
national liberation movements.
The experience of Russia
demonstrates that a socialist
revolution cannot survive in
isolation in one country.
In Russia the result was
state capitalism, not socialism.
In Eastern Europe and China
a similar system was later
established by Stalinist parties.
We support the struggle of
workers in these countries against
both private and state capitalism.
We are for real social,
economic and political equality
of women.We are for an end
to all forms of discrimination
against lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people.
We defend the right of
believers to practise their religion
without state interference.

WHAT’S ON

Email your meetings to events@socialistworker.co.uk or phone 020 7840 5600

LONDON: EALING

WORKER
{ SOCIALIST
PUBLIC MEETINGS }

From council housing to
generation rent—how can
we solve the housing crisis?
Thu 30 Mar, 7.30pm,
W3 Gallery,
185 Acton High St,W3 9DJ

ESSEX

The fight against
racism today
Thu 6 Apr, 7.30pm,
Friends Meeting House,
Rainsford Rd, CM1 2QL

LONDON: HACKNEY

Brexit—what do
socialists say?
Thu 30 Mar, 7.30pm,
The Round Chapel,
2 Powerscroft Rd (corner
Lower Clapton Rd),
E5 0PU

PORTSMOUTH

Why is capitalism
addicted to fossil fuels?
Wed 29 Mar, 7.30pm,
Somerstown
Community Centre,
River’s St, PO5 4EZ

LONDON: HARINGEY

Brexit—what do
socialists say?
Wed 29 Mar, 7.30pm,
St John Vianney Church Hall,
386 West Green Rd
(corner Vincent Rd),
N15 3QH

YORK

Not traditionally
submissive—women
and Islam
Wed 5 Apr, 7.30pm,
Priory Street
Community Centre,
15 Priory St,YO1 6ET

LONDON: ISLINGTON

Why Marx is still
relevant today
Thu 30 Mar, 7pm,
The Old Fire Station,
84 Mayton St, N7 6QT

WORKER
{ SOCIALIST
BRANCH MEETINGS }
Weekly meetings to discuss
political issues and our local
interventions. All welcome.

LONDON: LEWISHAM

BRIGHTON
Thu 6 Apr, 7.30pm,
Friends Meeting House,
Ship St,
BN1 1AF

ABERDEEN

The revolutionary
ideas of Karl Marx
Wed 29 Mar, 6pm,
Belmont Cinema Cafe,
49 Belmont St, AB10 1JS

To join us, turn to page 16
or go to www.swp.org.uk
or phone 020 7840 5602 for
more information

From council housing to
generation rent—how can
we solve the housing crisis?
Wed 29 Mar, 7.30pm,
West Greenwich Community
and Arts Centre,
141 Greenwich High Rd
(near Greenwich main
line and DLR station),
SE10 8JA

MANCHESTER
Sat 25 Mar, 1pm,
Mechanics institute,
103 Princess St,
M1 6DD

BARNSLEY

Why socialists oppose
all borders
Thu 30 Mar, 7pm,
YMCA, Blucher St,S70 1AP

BURNLEY AND PENDLE

Castro, Cuba and socialism
Wed 29 Mar, 7.30pm,
Red Triangle Cafe,
160 St James’s St,
BB11 1NR

BIRMINGHAM: CITY CENTRE

A rebel’s guide to Gramsci
Wed 29 Mar, 7pm,
Birmingham LGBT Centre,
38/40 Holloway Circus,
B1 1EQ

CARDIFF

Wobblies to Standing
Rock—a history of
struggle in the US
Wed 29 Mar, 7.30pm,
New York Diner, CF24 3BQ

BOLTON

Are we in a re-run
of the 1930s?
Thu 30 Mar, 6.30pm,
Bolton Socialist Club,
16 Wood St (off
Bradshawgate),BL1 1DY

How can we fight for
properly funded education?
Thu 30 Mar, 7.30pm,
Chesterfield Library,
New Beetwell St, S40 1QN

BRADFORD

How to resist the Tory
NHS wreckers
Thu 30 Mar, 7pm,
Glyde House,
Little Horton Lane (opposite
the ice rink), BD5 0BQ

COLCHESTER

Why won’t the Tories
fund the NHS?
Wed 29 Mar, 7.30pm,
The Odd One Out,
28 Mersea Rd, CO2 7ET

BRISTOL

HULL

Why socialists oppose
all borders
Thu 30 Mar, 7pm,
Cafe Licious,
104 Cottingham Rd,
HU6 7RZ
Crisis in the NHS—
no return to pre-1948
Thu 30 Mar, 7pm,
The Swarthmore
Education Centre,
2-7 Woodhouse Square,
LS3 1AD

GLASGOW

Why socialists should
support Scottish
independence
Thu 30 Mar, 7pm,
Avant Garde,
33-44 King St,
Merchant City,G1 5QT

LONDON:TOWER HAMLETS

Fake news and alternative
facts—the media today
Wed 29 Mar, 7pm,
Oxford House,
Derbyshire St (opposite
Bethnal Green Rd Tesco),
E2 6HG

LEICESTER

Why we need a revolution
to get rid of racism
Wed 29 Mar, 7pm,
Leicester LGBT Centre,
15 Wellington St,
LE1 6HH

HUDDERSFIELD

Brexit—what do
socialists say?
Wed 29 Mar, 8pm,
The What Centre,
23 Coventry St,
Stourbridge,DY8 1EP

LONDON: NEWHAM

Deliveroo, Uber and the gig
economy—is the working
class disappearing?
Wed 29 Mar, 7pm,
Stratford Advice Arcade,
107-109 The Grove (next
to Morrisons car park),
E15 1HP

LEEDS: CITY CENTRE

100 years on—celebrating
the Russian Revolution
Wed 29 Mar, 7.30pm,
Friends Meeting House,
7 Victoria St,
EH1 2JL

MANCHESTER: CHORLTON

LONDON: BRENT AND HARROW

Art and society—John
Berger and his revolutionary
“Ways of Seeing”
Wed 29 Mar, 6.30pm,
Brian Jackson House,
2 New North Parade (near
both train and bus stations),
HD1 5JP

DUDLEY

Ireland—crisis, revolt
and the challenge of
the radical left
Wed 29 Mar, 7.30pm,
YHA, 14 Narrow Quay,
BS1 4QA

DUNDEE

The socialist case for
Scottish independance
Wed 29 Mar, 7.30pm,
Dundee Voluntary Action,
10 Constitution Rd,
DD1 1LL
EDINBURGH

CHESTERFIELD

Women in the Russian
Revolution
Thu 30 Mar, 7.30pm,
The Pepperpot Centre,
1a Thorpe Close,
Ladbroke Grove (very
close to the station),
W10 5XL

How can Palestine be free?
Wed 29 Mar, 7.30pm,
Chorlton Library (side door),
Manchester Rd,
M21 9PN
MANCHESTER: CITY CENTRE

Russia 1905—the great
revolutionary rehearsal
Thu 30 Mar, 7pm,
Friends Meeting House,
6 Mount St,
M2 5NS
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THE REVOLUTIONARY PARTY
To achieve socialism the most
militant sections of the working
class have to be organised into a
revolutionary socialist party.
Such a party can only be
built by activity in the mass
organisations of the working class.
We have to prove in p ractice
to other workers that reformist
leaders and reformist ideas are
opposed to their own i nterests.
We have to build a rank and file
movement within the unions.

LEEDS: CITY CENTRE
Sat 25 Mar, 7pm,
Swarthmore
Education Centre,
2-7 Woodhouse Square,
LS3 1AD
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Sto Day gree War on Terro

To mark International Workers’
Day on 1 May, every year we print
solidarity messages from readers,
union branches and campaigns
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MANCHESTER: LONGSIGHT
AND LEVENSHULME

The Russian Revolution,
the Bolsheviks and the
revolutionary paper
Thu 30 Mar, 7.30pm,
Inspire, 747 Stockport Rd,
M19 3AR
NEWCASTLE

How to fight selection
in our schools
Thu 30 Mar, 7pm,
Broadacre House,
Market St, NE1 6HQ
NORWICH

New roots THIS IS
BEING CHECKED
Thu 30 Mar, 7.30pm,
Vauxhall Centre,
Johnson Place,
NR2 2SA
NOTTINGHAM

Marxism in the 21st century
Wed 29 Mar, 7.30pm,
International
Community Centre,
61b Mansfield Rd,
NG1 3FN
OXFORD

Deliveroo, Uber and the gig
economy—is the working
class disappearing?
Wed 29 Mar, 7.30pm,
Restore, Manzil Way (off
Cowley Rd), OX4 1YH
SCARBOROUGH

The politics of food
Wed 29 Mar, 7pm,
Tap and Spile, 94 Falsgrave Rd,
YO12 5AZ
SHEFFIELD: CITY CENTRE

France in crisis—how
can the rise of the far
right be stopped?
Thu 30 Mar, 7pm,
Central United
Reformed Church,
60 Norfolk St (near
Crucible Theatre),
S1 2JB
SOUTHAMPTON

May Day and workers’
resistance
Wed 19 Apr, 7.30pm,
Central Baptist Church Hall,
Devonshire Rd,
SO15 2GY
SWANSEA

Love and sex in
revolutionary Russia
Thu 30 Mar, 7.30pm,
Brynmill Community Centre,
St Albans Rd, SA2 0BP
TELFORD

How do we fight for properly
funded education?
Thu 30 Mar, 7.30pm,
Carriages,The Parade,
Wellington,TF1 1PY
WOLVERHAMPTON
AND WALSALL

Drugs—what do
socialists say?
Wed 29 Mar, 7.30pm,
Wild Bytes Cafe, Darlington St,
WV1 4HW
YORK

Fake news and alternative
facts—media in the
21st century
Wed 29 Mar, 7.30pm,
Sea Horse Hotel,
4 Fawcett St,YO10 4AH

{

MOVEMENT
EVENTS

BARNSLEY

May Day Festival
of Solidarity
Sat 29-Sun 30 Apr, 1pm-11pm,
The Old School House,
Blackburn Lane, S75 2BA.
maydaysolidarity.
wordpress.com
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CONTACT
THE SWP
Phone 020 7840 5600
Email
enquires@swp.org.uk
Post PO Box 71327,
London SE11 9BW
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Get Out taps into the fears of
life in a deeply racist society
A new blockbuster film from the US is part-comedy, part-horror and hones in on
the racism—casual and overt—that is a part of US society, writes Ken Olende
BLACK PHOTOGRAPHER Chris
(Daniel Kaluuya) is driving out of
the city with his white girlfriend
Rose (Allison Williams) to spend the
weekend with her wealthy parents.
Chris is nervous because they
have not met before and she hasn’t
told them that he’s black. She tells
him not to worry because they’re
liberals and her dad will say his
biggest regret is that he couldn’t vote
for Barack Obama a third time.
But before they arrive a roadside
encounter with a cop’s racism changes
the mood.
Chris is relaxed about this everyday occurrence, but Rose is outraged.
The spectre of Black Lives Matter
hovers over the film, from the opening scene when we watch an increasingly uncomfortable black man lost at
night in a leafy white suburb.
The film was made in Alabama
where echoes of lynching and the
auction block are never far away.
But any black person who has
grown up in Britain will recognise
the frightfully polite genteel bigotry
where nothing “offensive” is said but
the racist assumptions remain naked.

Twists

Sometimes it is hard to tell if Get Out
is a dark comedy, a romance, a horror
film or even a police missing person
thriller. As the plot twists and turns it
mixes bits from all these genres.
It’s also very funny. Chris has to
put up with upper middle class whites
trying to talk street slang, and assuming he is “genetically” better at sports.
Much of the entitlement of the whites
comes from confidence in their class
position.
But more than that, something in
this leafy town is just wrong.

FILM

ANOTHER FILM about the
“war on terror” through
a US soldier’s eyes could
easily be a guilty liberal
fantasy.
With Man Down’s main
protagonist as shellshocked marine Gabriel
Drummer (Shia LaBeouf),
the film does come close
to doing this at different
points.
In a small Afghan
town, Drummer’s unit

FILM

THE SALESMAN
Directed by Asghar Farhadi,
out in cinemas now

AT THE heart of The
Salesman is a strong
metaphor for how, when
placed under pressure,
liberalism is every bit as
sexist as conservatism.
The protagonists are a
couple, Rana and Emad,
playing the lead characters
in a production of Arthur
Miller’s 1949 play Death of
a Salesman.
Rana is attacked in their
home—we’re kept guessing
at the full details of the
attack. Emad is full of
impotent rage as he drives
himself to distraction in

Emad and Rana in The Salesman

WHEN CHRIS (Daniel Kaluuya, right) meets other black people in the suburbs, they are trapped in hell

The most unsettling thing is the
behaviour of the few local black
people. They are always grinning and
saying how they love it.
Yet at some points in the
film the camera focuses tightly
on the face of each black
character, while they stare back in
desperation, unable to speak, as a line
of sweat runs down their face. Those
are the film’s most sinister moments.
Although it is director Jordan
Peele’s first feature, this is beautifully
paced and structured. Peele, who has

a black father but was brought up by
his white mother, said recently that
he used to find racism ridiculous, but
now “a fairly consistent part of my
experience is worrying about how I’m
going to be perceived in the ‘wrong’
neighbourhood.
“I’m trying to get through it as
quickly as possible,” he added.
Chris repeatedly phones his
best friend Rod back in the city
looking for support. Rod works
for the Transportation Security
Administration, part of Homeland

Security. At first Rod’s paranoid
assumptions seem ludicrous, but as
time goes on they seem to make more
sense.
Get Out is a satire and doesn’t offer
political solutions, but it is funny and
scary and everyone should see it.
Some of the things that happen are
over the top, but how could they be
anything else? The reality of racism
is nonsensical and ridiculous.
Get Out
Directed by Jordan Peele
Out now

Man Down represents brutalised and broken society
MAN DOWN
Directed by Dito Montiel
In cinemas 31 March
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came under attack from
snipers.
While storming the
tenements he murders an
Afghan mother and her
young son who opened
fire inside the building.
In their dying faces,
Drummer sees his wife
and son.

incident, we see how the
Fox News propaganda
about the war that he has
watched clashes with the
reality.
As the film develops,
the marine’s internal
turmoil grows as these
lies clash more and more
with his experiences.

Victims

Reality

But while seen through
the soldier’s eyes, there
is a focus on ordinary
Afghans, the real victims
of the so-called war on
terror.
As Drummer is
interviewed about the

Shia LaBeouf as the shell-shocked
marine in Man Down

LaBeouf gives a
convincing portrayal of
this that draws you in
but doesn’t brush over
the reality of what his
character has done.
In its second half the
film takes a peculiar

and disorienting turn
into a seemingly postapocalyptic US.
Drummer ends up
desperately searching for
his family in a country
that has itself been
ravaged by war.
Just as he thinks he’s
found them, all is not as it
appears.
Drummer isn’t just a
shell-shocked soldier,
but represents a society
that has been lied to,
brutalised and broken.
The war has been
“brought home” not by
terrorists but by our
marine protagonist.

search of the attacker.
Rana’s protests are
ignored as the relationship
goes into freefall.
An underwhelming
confrontation grinds out to
a bleak conclusion.
Some of the metaphors
in the film—such as an
“earthquake” caused by a
digger to give a sense of
the seismic shifts to come—
are clunky.
There is a feeling of
incompleteness thanks to
the lack of resolution in
a conventional sense and
perhaps that’s the film’s
strongest quality.

BOOKMARKS EVENT

SOUND SYSTEM:
THE POLITICAL
POWER OF
MUSIC WITH
DAVE RANDALL
Fri 24 Mar, 6.30pm,
Bookmarks bookshop.
£2 on door. Reserve your
place bit.ly/2mMjCbN or
call 020 7637 1848
SOUND SYSTEM is the
story of one musician’s
journey to discover what
makes music so powerful.
It is a book of raves, riots
and revolution.

From Glastonbury to
the Arab Spring, Randall
finds political inspiration
across the musical
spectrum and asks how
can we make music serve
the interests of the many,
rather than the few?
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E

x p l o d i n g
S a m s u n g
phones are no
more a cause
of the crisis in
So u t h Ko rea
than the disgraced presid e n t Pa r k G e u n - h y e
buying Viagra on expenses
for altitude sickness.
But they are both a
reflection of a real crisis that
runs deep to the heart of the
South Korean state.
Mass mobilisation forced
Park Geun-hye from office
after she accepted multimillion pound bungs in
return for political favours.
The “mystic” Choi Soon-sil
has been charged with using
her connections with Park
to persuade companies to
donate more than £60 million
to her “charities”.
Jay Y Lee, de facto head
of the Samsung smartphone
and shipbuilding empire,
spent the night in jail in
January.
Samsung’s nominal
boss Lee Kun-hee is
South Korea’s richest
person with £10.1 billion.
His son Jay Y is accused of
shifting £30 million to Park
to ease the merger of two
Samsung subsidiaries.
Samsung is the biggest
of the conglomerates called
“chaebol” that dominate the
economy.
The elder Lee was convicted
twice on bribery charges. He
was sentenced to jail time
he didn’t serve, receiving
presidential pardons.
Park became entangled
with the Choi family after her
mother was killed in a failed
assassination attempt targeting her father, then-dictator of
South Korea Park Chung-hee,
in 1974.

Cult

The elder Choi—a religious
cult leader—claimed to be in
communication with Park’s
mother’s spirit. Choi Soon-sil,
the daughter, took over that
role after he died in 1994.
Park’s father was killed in
1979 by the head of the Korean
CIA, Kim Jae-gyu. He told a
court that one of his motives
was the leader’s failure to stop
Choi’s corrupting influence.
There were also mass demonstrations threatening to
bring down the government
which may have focused his
actions.
General Park Chung Hee
came to power in a coup in
1961. Both Park and Kim graduated from the US military
school in 1946.
US involvement since
1945 has been key. The US
anointed the first president of
South Korea, Syngman Rhee,
who had spent the previous
35 years in America.
The CIA flew him to Seoul
in US army head General
MacArthur’s private plane.
On 14 August 1945 US president Harry Truman ruled that
Japanese troops south of the
38th parallel, an arbitrary line

of the movement 
e onto the streets over the course
Some 15 million people have com

Picture: Workers’ Solidarity

sent troops to support the
North. The war was fought in
the interests of the intervening
countries.
It killed and wounded at
least four million Koreans and
created another 20 million
refugees. Two million Korean
civilians died, and half the
Southern population lost their
homes.
At the height of the war
in 1951, the US carried out
dummy nuclear bombing
flights over North Korea’s capital Pyongyang. And it used
more napalm in the three-year
war than in the ten years of
Vietnam.
After three years they had
fought to a stalemate and
neither side could continue
without escalating to an open
superpower conflict.
The final demarcation
line was the same as at the
beginning.
The futile and barbaric war
summed up the Cold War.
After the war the US stationed nuclear weapons in
South Korea. A deep hatred
of the US, based on memories of the war, was key to the
survival of the regime in the
North.
North Korea alternately
collaborated with—or
shunned—Russia and China.
Its economy went on to grow
rapidly and overtake South
Korea’s.
This was not communism
but “state capitalism”—where
the state, instead of private
capitalists, accumulated capital and competed for profits on
the global market. Following
the path already taken in
1930s Russia, it had the same
appalling human cost.

SOUTH KOREA
A STATE BUILT I
FOR EMPIRES
After a corrupt president, a mystic adviser and a giant firm
were all humbled by revolt, Simon Basketter looks at how
US imperialism, profit and dictatorship shaped South Korea

Park Geun-hye

across Korea, should surrender
to the US. Troops north of the
line surrendered to Russia.
The state was cut in half and
ordinary people had no say
about it. The end of Japanese
imperialism marked the beginning of the country’s domination by the US and Russia.
Both Russian and US imperialism tried to crush every sign
of resistance and established
loyal regimes in their halves of
the peninsula.
Neither of the dictators

‘‘

It was strikes
by rail workers
that lifted off
the current
movement

chosen by the superpowers
turned out to be simply puppets who would do whatever
they were told.
Having received approval
from the Russian leader Joseph
Stalin, North Korea’s Kim Il
Sung began a war in 1950.
The US got United Nations
(UN) backing to intervene
and sent in 1.5 million troops.
Some 63,000 British troops
were among other forces to
join the invasion.
The Chinese government

NCREASING globalisation during the 1970s put
state capitalist economies
at an increasing disadvantage. And the collapse
of Russia strengthened
China’s influence.
In contrast, the US backed
South Korea as a bulwark
against the North. South Korea
owes its entire existence to the
US military, and continues to be
home to US soldiers.
The vast US military presence
and investment in the South
allowed industrial growth.
The Korean War also provided a huge boost to the economy of Japan, then the most
important staging post for US
forces.
The direct and indirect economic benefits from the US
presence helped to provide
a motor for growth in Korea
itself.
South Korea was the recipient of huge amounts of US aid.
It also came to be used as an
offshore manufacturing base
for Japanese companies seeking cheap labour.
After the US-approved coup,
Park Chung Hee’s regime took
close control of the economy,
planning its growth.
That also led to a close relationship between the state,
banks and industry. The

intermingling of global politics
continues.
It is telling of the nature of
the right wing in South Korea
that the families of the 2014
Sewol ferry sinking were
branded “pro-North Korea commies”. The disaster claimed
more than 300 victims, 250 of
them school students.
Park made the decision last
year to deploy a US-made missile defence system. Despite her
impeachment the acting president, Hwang Kyo-ahn, pushed
ahead with the plan beginning
the deployment this month.

1917

RUSSIAN
REVOLUTION

Lenin sought to unite
workers in struggle

T

HIS TILT to reassure the US sours
relations with
China. But now
China, as a home
to exports both for
goods and for parts, is vital to
the Korean economy.
The shutting down of an economic cooperation zone with
North Korea last year was also
as a direct result of US power
plays in the region.
But there has always been a
strong alternative to imperial
manoeuvres and ruling class
corruption in the strength and
militancy of the Korean working class.

Our rulers caricature
the Bolsheviks who
led the Russian
Revolution because
they are afraid of
a repeat

Tumultuous

The years between 1945 and
the outbreak of the Korean War
in 1950 were tumultuous.
Workers in the North and
South began to take control
of factories formerly owned
by Japanese capitalists.
Throughout the country new
organs of democracy sprang up
—the people’s committees.
In August and September
1945 a People’s Republic of THE US army
Korea was declared in Seoul maintains missile
as a provisional government and army bases
across South
based on the people’s
Korea (top) and
committees formed
a member of
in every part of the
Workers’ Solidarity
country.
selling the
The US and Russia
newspaper (above)
clamped down on
any expressions of
popular democracy.
But industrialisation
also created a powerful workforce.
In 1960 after student protests against
corruption were met
with brutal repression, demonstrations escalated and
brought down the
president. They did
so again in the late
1970s.
I n
1 9 8 7
Park’s “mystic” adviser Choi

READ MORE

lFor our coverage of the
movement against Park,
go to bit.ly/2mCrdc7
lKorea’s Place in the Sun
by Bruce Cummings
£12.99
lWebsite of Socialist
Worker’s sister paper
Workers’ Solidarity
wspaper.org

Soon-sil is led away in chains

Available at Bookmarks,
the socialist bookshop.
Phone 020 7637 1848
or go to
bookmarksbookshop.
co.uk
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demonstrations by students
and sections of the middle class
shook the military regime, forcing it concede a degree
of liberalisation. It
was followed in 1988
by a series of major
strikes which were
settled when workers
won double digit wage
increases.
Repeatedly in
the last two decades Korean workers
have faced repression
only to organise and
resist with massive
militant mobilisations.
Park had tried to
repress the workers’
movement in Korea. In
October last year more
than 20 trade union
leaders and activists
were in prison.

IN THE first major biography
of Russian revolutionary
Vladimir Lenin in 25 years,
Victor Sebestyen writes that
“everyone knows the havoc he
wreaked”.
His book Lenin the Dictator
repeats the familiar official
account. He paints Lenin as
a “rigid ideologue” guided by
“opportunism”, a dictator who
“seized power in a coup”.
The reality is a world apart
from this caricature.
Until the First World
War, Lenin’s Bolshevik party
was part of the Second
International with Europe’s
other socialist parties. But
it was the only one to see a
successful workers’ revolution.
That’s because Lenin
understood what sort of
revolutionary party was
needed for workers to wrest
power from the ruling class.
Opponents claim that his
1902 pamphlet What is to be
Done? showed his dictatorial
ambitions.
In 1902, socialists in Russia
had largely organised in loose
study circles easily broken
up by the Tsarist secret
police. For Lenin, building an
organised, nationwide party
was crucial to advancing
working class struggle.
But he was flexible about
how it should be organised.

Consciousness

Lenin also looked at the
relationship between the
party and the wider working
class, and argued that “class
political consciousness can be
brought to the workers only
from outside”.
This didn’t mean the party
imposed its ideas on working
class people. Lenin was
arguing against “economism”
that “systematically restricts
the workers’ movement
to defending its sectional
interests”.
Against those who saw
workers’ “economic” struggles
as gradually leading to a fight
for socialism, Lenin argued

LENIN WAS clear what sort of revolutionary party is needed

1917 TIMELINE

8 March 1917 (21 March in
today’s calendar)
lContact Commission
created by Petrograd Soviet
as organ of communication
with Provisional Government
lFour days later the soviet
addresses “the people of
the whole world” declaring
its desire to end the war

the opposite.
“The ‘economists’ have
gone to one extreme,” he
wrote. “To straighten matters
somebody had to pull in the
other direction—and that is
what I have done.”
For Lenin, revolutionaries
had to take on political, not
just workplace, battles and to
be tribunes of the oppressed.
But everything Lenin
wrote was designed to win
an argument to take the
movement forward. If the
political situation changed, so
could Lenin’s outlook of how
the party organised.
After the 1905 revolution
the situation had changed
and Lenin argued that “the
working class is instinctively,

‘‘

Everything he
wrote was to
win arguments
to advance the
movement

spontaneously Social
Democratic”.
Tight-knit organisation
built up under illegality no
longer suited—so the party
had to “open the gates” to
workers moving leftwards.
Whatever form organisation
took, Lenin argued a party is
needed because workers’ ideas
are uneven. Some want to
smash capitalism, others buy
into it, but most have both
progressive and reactionary
ideas.

Militant

Lenin’s vision was for a party
of militant fighters that could
spread revolutionary politics
in the working class.
While the party gave
leadership, it also learned
from the working class.
During the 1905 and 1917
revolutions workers’ councils
(“soviets”) were set up that
would become the basis for a
new workers’ state.
Lenin saw the soviets’
significance, calling them
“organs of revolutionary rule”
in 1915, but didn’t initially
see them as central. By
October 1917, Lenin and the
Bolsheviks argued, “All power
to the Soviets.”
Bolshevik organisation was
crucial to the working class
taking power. “Lenin matters
now,” Sebestyen tellingly
writes, “because he was
asking the same questions as
we are today about similar
problems.”
To get rid of our rotten
society, we have to learn the
answers Lenin gave too.
Read more of our series of
weekly articles on the Russian
Revolution at tinyurl.com/sw1917
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NEWS

Labour clamping down on campaigning
places are needed in those
areas.
The details of the proposed site were leaked last
July. Former Labour councillor Peter Walker suggested
High Path had been chosen
because “Harris have already
got a school in Mitcham and
Morden and they wanted one
in Wimbledon.
“Harris has decided where
it’s going.”
WLP’s banned leaflet did
not criticise the council for
supporting free schools.

by NICK CLARK

LABOUR PARTY officials
have threatened to suspend
one of their constituency
parties in south London for
campaigning against a free
school.
Wimbledon Labour Party
(WLP) claims the party head
office sent them “advice”,
which implied they could be
suspended, telling them to
destroy 40,000 leaflets.
WLP had voted to oppose
Labour-controlled Merton
council’s plans to open a
free school run by private
academies chain the Harris
Federation.

Rules
PROTESTING last August
(left) against plans for
a new free school that
would be owned by carpet
salesman Lord Harris
(above)

Agreed

Dave Carrier, a WLP member,
told Socialist Worker, “The
right wing of the Labour
Party agreed to build the free
school.
“It’s opposed by the local
party at the moment, but
they’re going through with it
anyway.”
He added, “We agreed at
a meeting to leaflet against
the free school—we made
40,000 leaflets and we’ve had
to scrap them.”

Merton’s Labour councillors have come under fire
from local residents who say
the proposed site for the new
school is unsuitable.
The council and the Harris
Federation want to build it on
Merton’s High Path estate.

But the plans mean the
school will swallow up land
already used by a primary
school and a community
centre for adults with learning difficulties.
It would have to share
a playing field with the

Longer version on
bit.ly/2mHCzuK
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only suggesting that the
school would be better off
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But Dave added that the
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Dutch elites
offer no way
out of crisis
they caused
Results of a vote in the Netherlands
last week were no victory for the
liberal centre, writes Dave Sewell
PRIME MINISTER Mark
Rutte hailed the result of the
D u tc h ge n e ra l e l e c t i o n o n
Thursday of last week.
He said the defeat of the racist
Freedom Party, led by Islamophobe
Geert Wilders, represented a victory against “the wrong kind of
populism”.
Despite losing eight seats, Rutte’s
Tory VVD party remained the largest in parliament. Wilders’ party,
which at one point led the polls,
gained five seats to come second.
Wilders’ virulent racism has
horrified ordinary people across
Europe.
Europe’s elites are also frightened by his position as a “populist”
opposed to the European Union
(EU). Senior politicians across the
EU have smugly congratulated
Rutte for seeing off the enemy at
the gates.
But the established parties, which
have attacked public services and
workers’ rights, took a hammering.

Collapsed

Rutte’s coalition partner, the Labour
Party, collapsed from 39 seats to
just nine, only four more than the
Party for the Animals. From the
second biggest party in parliament,
it has fallen to seventh.
The VVD sought to stem its
own losses by stealing large parts
Wilders’ racist clothing.
Rutte ran an advert in the main
newspapers telling ethnic minorities
to “be normal or leave”. Last week
he triggered a diplomatic row with
Turkey to demonise and repress
Dutch-Turkish dual nationals.
Muslim feminist activist Berna
Toprak told Socialist Worker, “I
was born and raised here in the
Netherlands, but I don’t know how
long I will be perceived as a Dutch
person.
“The consequence of this kind
of politics is that the definition of
Dutch identity becomes more and
more restricted to just white people.
“They blur the line between foreigners and Dutch people who
have a different religion or cultural

BACK STORY

The racist Dutch Freedom Party
had been expected to do well in
the elections last week
lIt is led by Islamophobe Geert
Wilders, who called
Dutch-Turkish people a “fifth
column” in the country
lWilders capitalised on
bitterness at the Tory-Labour
government, which has attacked
working conditions and welfare
lTory prime minsiter Mark
Rutte tried to stem his losses by
copying Wilders’ racism

background, so I become ‘foreign’ in
the country where I was born.”
For Rutte this is the “right kind
of populism” since it supports the
bosses’ EU and delivers the bosses’
reforms.
His attacks on workers’ rights
have pushed the Netherlands to the
top of the league for “labour market
flexibility” within the EU.
The far right has also continued to make inroads. Wilders now
leads the second biggest party
and is likely to become opposition
leader. The nationalist Forum for
Democracy gained its first two MPs.
Both the Socialist Party (SP) and
the Green Left overtook Labour,
with 14 seats each.

Hoped

For the SP, this was a loss of one
seat. Its leadership hoped that by
governing “responsibly” in coalitions at local level and opposing
immigration it would gain from the
main parties.
But it was the more pro-immigration Green Left that quadrupled its
vote, leaping from four seats to 14.
Denk, a new anti-racist party led
by Dutch-Turkish former Labour
MPs, won three seats.
The pain and fear of economic
crisis and the far right threat
demand answers that the establishment who created the situation
don’t have.

AN ANTI-AUSTERITY protester in Rio de Janeiro on Wednesday of last week

Big strikes in Brazil after government
‘throws workers’ rights in the gutter’
A DAY of strikes shook Brazil
on Wednesday of last week
against the unelected right wing
government’s attack on pensions.
A sector-wide general strike
paralysed public transport, with
other walkouts in factories, docks
and schools.
Students and staff at universities
took action together.
There were monster
demonstrations of tens of
thousands in major cities.
Around 2,500 protesters
stormed and temporarily occupied
the finance ministry headquarters
in Brasilia.
On the protest in Rio de Janeiro,
teacher Mirna Aragon said, “We’re
on strike for the future of the
country. The rights of workers
have been thrown in the gutter.”

bit, nothing will happen,” she said.
And Pamela Lopes, a commuter
in Sao Paulo, said, “Life is difficult,
and the government is deceiving us.
“Everyone should be on strike”.
Pensions are a key target of
president Michel Temer’s austerity
drive. His reform would snatch
billions from workers.
It would increase the minimum
pension age to 65, up from an
average of 58. Workers would have
to work for at least 49 years to get
a full pension, up from 35 for men

Support

There was also support for the
strikers among wider sections of
workers.
Julia Chagas Ponzio, a biologist
working in Sao Paulo, called the
pension attacks “ridiculous”.
She said she supported the
strikes even though they made it
harder for her to get to work.
“If you don’t destabilise things a

Unelected president Michel Temer

and 30 for women.
Mainstream media played down
the strikes, but were surprised by
the level of public support for the
public transport shutdown.
Centre left former president Luiz
Inacio “Lula” da Silva, who plans
to stand again next year, addressed
marchers in Sao Paulo.
Temer ousted Lula’s ally Dilma
Roussef in a “parliamentary coup”
last year, taking advantage of a
corruption probe.

Corrupt

But the scandal over corrupt links
between politicians and Brazil’s
state oil firm Petrobras has grown,
engulfing Temer’s supporters.
The state prosecutor last week
announced investigations into
80 politicians including cabinet
ministers.
Temer’s authority is weak and
his approval rating in the polls is
just 10 percent.
But with Brazil’s rich
determined to make workers pay
for its deepening recession, the
support at the top for cuts is huge.
The way to topple Temer and
defend living standards is through
strikes and protests—not the
politics of Lula and Roussef.
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REPORTS
IT WORKERS

TRANSPORT

Strike called off at
EHRC watchdog

Workers should derail the
shoddy deal on Southern

A STRIKE by workers at
the Equality and Human
Rights Commission (EHRC)
planned for this Monday was
suspended for talks.
The PCS union members
have been fighting against
redundancies.
A number of workers were
already sent compulsory
redundancy notices by email
earlier this year.
More strikes are planned
for 18 April and 20 May.

Lobby over Tory job
centre closure plan
THE PCS union is set to hold
a public meeting and lobby
of MPs in parliament next
Tuesday.
They are opposing
planned office closures in
the Department for Work and
Pensions (DWP).
Tory plans to close DWP
offices, including around
one in ten job centres across
Britain, could see hundreds of
jobs lost.
lFor details of the lobby go to
bit.ly/2mkkpUE

PCS union demands
end to pay freeze
ACTIVISTS IN the PCS union
are set to stage protests
across Britain on Friday
31 March to call for an end to
the public sector pay cap.
The PCS is demanding
pay increases for civil service
workers of 5 percent or
£1,200—whichever is greater.

Demos against Nazi
splinter groups
ANTI-FASCISTS IN Lancashire
and Derby are preparing to
protest against fascist groups.
The Nazi Britain First
group has threatened
to protest in Darwen,
Lancashire, on 1 April.
On 8 April, the English
Defence League (EDL) plans
to protest in Derby.
Anti-fascists plan a
counter-protest from 12 noon.
lGo to EDL Not Welcome
in Derby – Counter-Demo
Against the Nazis on Facebook
and check uaf.org.uk for
confirmation of the details of
the Darwen protest

Union calls off
Derby TAs strikes
THE UNISON union has
suspended strikes by
teaching assistants (TAs) in
Derby following a new offer
from the Labour-run council.
The TAs returned to work
this Monday after beginning
ten days of strikes on Monday
6 March.
Bosse slashed their pay by
25 percent last summer.
Unison is recommending
that its members accept the
new offer in a ballot that ends
on Wednesday 5 April.
The details of the offer
were not known as Socialist
Worker went to press.
Durham TAs planned a
demonstration this Saturday.

STRIKERS WERE in high spirits in Manchester	

Picture: Geoff Brown

Pickets brave weather
to deliver a shutdown
by DAVE SEWELL
WORKERS AT IT services
firm Fujitsu struck last
Friday—and planned further
walkouts on Friday this
week and next Monday.
The Unite union members’
nationwide action was timed
to coincide with the issuing
of the first of 1,800 planned
redundancy notices.
But workers were in high
spirits on the picket line.
Kevin Davies, senior
workplace rep at Fujitsu’s
Manchester office, told
Socialist Worker, “It was a
pretty good picket line in

pretty grim weather.
“We had new faces
picketing, new people taking
industrial action, and it would
certainly have had an impact
on the service.”
Strikers leafletted outside
premises of some of Fujitsu’s
client firms, including Virgin
Money, Nationwide and the
Post Office, which outsource IT
work to it.
Kevin added, “It certainly
had some of the managers in
a flap.”
Pickets in Warrington
turned away deliveries.
Workers at the Edinburgh
office organised a picket line
for the first time.

The dispute is over a
number of issues including
redundancies pay and
pensions.
Fujitsu has continued
notifying more and more staff
that they are at risk, including
people who previously believed
they were safe.
The workers are also
fighting for union recognition,
which has so far only been
won in Manchester.
lSend a message of support

to support@ourunion.org.uk

lDonations payable to

“Manchester IT Workers
Group” can be sent c/o John
Wood, 50 Brooklyn Street,
Crewe, CW2 7JF.

SOUTHERN RAIL train
drivers will be balloted
on a new deal agreed
between their Aslef union
leaders and bosses at Govia
Thameslink Railway.
As with a previous deal,
which union members
rejected, it accepts extending
driver only operation (DOO)
that removes train guards.
This has serious
implications for passenger
safety—and is against the
union’s official position.
Martin, a Southern driver
in Aslef, thinks the deal is
“still not good enough”.
He was one of the
54 percent of members that
rejected the last shoddy
deal recommended by
the union leadership.
Martin said, “The
consensus at the branch
meeting was to reject and
force them back into talks.”
He pointed out that the
deal “does not address the

VICTIMISATION
TRAIN GUARD Martin Zee
was last week unanimously
cleared of all charges
relating to an accident at
Merseyside’s Hamilton
Square Station in July 2015.
The case against the
RMT union member and
Merseyrail guard took almost

Strike at the Tube station
at midnight by new drivers

HOUSING

More cinemas join dispute

nTENANTS OF One Housing
housing association in West
Ham, east London, are
organising against a
40 percent rent hike. They
held a meeting on Monday
night to plan their campaign.
One Housing has 15,000
properties across London.
It is not clear how many of
these will be affected by the
rent rise. The new contracts
are set to come in on 1 April.
One Housing appears to
have changed the tenants’
landlord without their
knowledge or consent.
This, among other reasons,
means their decision can be
challenged.

NIGHT TUBE drivers plan
strikes next month to force
London Underground (LU)
bosses to allow them to apply
for full time positions.
Drivers on the Central,
Jubilee, Northern, Piccadilly
and Victoria lines will walk out
for 12 hours from 8.30pm on 8
and 29 April.
The Night Tube drivers are
prevented from moving into
full time positions for at least
18 months.

nA NATIONAL March for
Homes demonstration has
been called for 24 June.
It has been called by Axe
the Housing Act and other
housing and tenants’ groups.
l Go to bit.ly/1tvnIad for

AFTER MONTHS of strikes
against poverty pay by
British Airways (BA) mixed
fleet cabin crew, bosses
have agreed to hold talks
with their union, Unite.
BA bosses accepted an
invitation from the Acas
conciliation service last week
under mounting pressure.
Each walkout meant
dozens of flights had to
be farmed out to other
firms at £60,000 a go.
With bosses on the back
foot, more action could press
home workers’ advantage.

to offer solidarity.
Workers plan to strike
again on Friday of next week.
Bectu members at East
Dulwich Picturehouse
in south east London
are also balloting.
Kiv, a rep at the Ritzy
in south London, said,
“Members are signing up,
the union is growing and
there will definitely be more
sites joining down the line.”

CLEANERS

Sweep away unequal pay
OUTSOURCED cleaners
at the London School of
Economics (LSE) struck for
48 hours on Wednesday of
last week.
The United Voices of the
World (UVW) union members
are fighting for the same pay,
terms and conditions as inhouse university staff.
Noonan Services Group
bosses do not recognise the
union and are refusing to
negotiate.
Workers are also out in

solidarity with Alba Pasmino,
who was dismissed after she
complained about staffing
cuts.
Students at LSE occupied
a management room
overnight in solidarity with
the cleaners.
The campaign is having an
effect.
LSE head of estates
Alan Blair met with UVW
organisers for the first time
on Monday.
lMore on socialistworker.co.uk

regular updates

nHOUSING campaigners
in Southwark are holding a
protest this Saturday against
the south London council’s
plans to sell off even more
social housing.
lAssemble 12 noon, Canada
Water Library, SE16 7AR

two years to get to trial.
The Crown Prosecution
Service was widely criticised
for bringing the case.
Investigations by both
Merseyrail and the Office
of Rail Regulators found no
further action needed to be
taken against Zee.

LONDON UNDERGROUND

CINEMA WORKERS

WORKERS ACROSS the
Picturehouse cinema chain
struck last Saturday.
The members of the Bectu
section of the Prospect
union are fighting for the
living wage—£9.75 in
London and £8.45 outside.
Strikers at four sites in
London were joined for
the first time by workers
at the Brighton site.
They travelled to Brighton

safety concerns the general
secretary has stated in
every press appearance
prior to the first offer.
“It’s nothing but a
capitulation—now is
the time to resist it.”
Drivers will vote on the
deal in a ballot ending
on 3 April. They can and
should strike alongside
RMT union members who
are fighting Southern too.
The RMT has announced
that its members on
Southern, guards and
drivers, will walk out again
on Tuesday 4 April.
But it was also considering
a new offer of talks.
More strikes over
DOO are also expected
on Merseyrail after talks
collapsed on Monday.
The recent coordinated
strikes over DOO by
Southern, Northern and
Merseyrail workers are
the way forward.

But all other LU workers,
including part time Night
Tube station staff, are eligible
to apply for vacant full time
positions.
Finn Brennan, the Aslef
union district organiser, said,
“LU pushed through the
recruitment of part time staff
to operate Night Tube.
“That’s because they weren’t
prepared to find a fair way to
roster the work with full time
staff.”

CABIN CREW

BA bosses agree to talks
The crew are reballoting
so they can renew their
mandate to strike as
soon as it expires.
They will broaden their
demands to include the
restoration of bonuses that
bosses snatched away to
punish them for striking.
The workers’ online
forum is abuzz with posts
from mixed fleet crew
voting yes—and other BA
workers encouraging them.
Balloting other
fleets for strikes could
transform the dispute.
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EDUCATION

New Tory law hits
lecturers’ action
by SADIE ROBINSON & RAYMIE KIERNAN

TWO DANGEROUS examples this
week were the first to show how the
Trade Union Act can be used to put
the brakes on disputes.
In Scotland, the EIS-Fela education
union was set begin a strike ballot on
Wednesday of thousands of college
lecturers.
But it delayed after one college
made a legal threat under the new
anti-union law.
Socialist Worker understands the
challenge is over the wording of the
type of action to be taken. This is just
one of the many new hurdles in the
Tory law.
The college’s challenge won’t have
a significant impact on the ballot but
it’s a dangerous precedent.
EIS-Fela president John Kelly told
Socialist Worker, “The ballot has been
delayed by a few days but it’s still
going ahead.
“Our members are furious that
publicly funded organisations are
seeking to use Tory anti-union laws
in Scotland to block their democratic
right to vote on strikes.”

Strike

Meanwhile, at the University of
Brighton the UCU union called off a
planned strike this week.
It is in dispute over bosses’ insistence that they will decide which issues
to negotiate—effectively derecognising the UCU.

EIS UNION members on strike as part of the national equal pay dispute

Workers were set to strike for two
days on Monday and Tuesday. But
the union called off the action after
fears that bosses could challenge its
legality.
The new Trade Union Act requires
unions to give bosses two weeks’
notice of a strike, double the previous requirement.
The ballot at Brighton began before
the Act came into force, but notice
was given after it came into force.
Workers there plan a half-day
strike for Friday 31 March, a two-day
strike on 26 to 27 April and a work to
rule from 31 March.
In Scotland, college lecturers are

UNITE UNION ELECTION

stepping up their campaign to force
college bosses to honour the equal
pay deal they struck last year.
Some bosses want national bargaining to fail. The Scottish National
Party doesn’t, and will be under pressure to resolve the dispute.
Combining the strikes with political pressure on Scottish first minister
Nicola Sturgeon before the Scottish
parliament election last May forced
the Scottish government to intervene.
The Trade Union Act must be
resisted and unions should not bow
down to threats.

lSend messages of support to

CARE HOMES

Striking to stop Bosses evict
the Forest Hell terminally ill
residents for
making ‘loss’
SOME 70 people, including
parents and children, joined a
picket line at Forest Hill School in
Lewisham, south east London, on
Tuesday of this week.
NUT union members there were
on strike over £1.3 million of cuts
that would lead to compulsory
redundancies and increased
workload for staff who remain.
The school spends nearly £1
million a year on a private finance
initiative deal.
One striker told Socialist
Worker, “Its not fair on the kids.
Their education will be ruined.”
Parent Zoe added, “If the cuts
go through, it won’t be the same
school. I’m furious at the council.”
The school day could be cut
along with some subjects.
Parents and teachers planned
to lobby a Labour meeting at
Catford Town Hall on Wednesday.
NUT members plan a two-day
strike on Wednesday and Thursday
of next week.
A pupil on the picket line said,
“I don’t want it to change.”

Strike sets sail
WORKERS AT ARK Elvin secondary
school in Brent, west London, struck
against compulsory redundancies
on Thursday of last week.
The walkout brought together
workers in the NUT, ATL and
NASUWT unions. The unions say
that head teacher Jerry Collins has
demanded staff redundancies.
But ARK policy is to try to avoid
redundancies. Workers also say that
bosses are targeting the NASUWT
union rep. The school was Copland
Community school until it became an
academy in September 2014.

m.abel@brighton.ac.uk

He also said it raises
questions about where the
campaign is getting its data.
McCluskey’s campaign
declined to comment.
Being the incumbent
means McCluskey has
control of the whole
election process.
He triggered the election
at the time of his choosing
on a curtailed timetable.
To do so he officially
resigned, yet he continues
to represent Unite and its
press releases still introduce
him as general secretary.
This puts Allinson at a
disadvantage. But he said,
“The campaign’s going
really well, we’re shaking
things up.”
Ballot papers are set
to be sent out on Monday.
Voting closes on 28 April.
lTo find out more, or to

invite Ian Allinson to your
workplace, go to ian4unite.org

CARE HOME residents
in Doncaster were told
last week they would
be evicted in 30 days
because their residence
is “not sustainable”.
Many are receiving
end-of-life care.
Four Seasons Health
Care has deemed Amethyst
House Care Home in
Rossington, Doncaster, as
operating “at a loss”.
It wants to repay its
enormous debts to its
private equity fund owner.
Angry relatives denounced
the company for putting
“profit before people”.
Four Seasons, Britain’s
biggest care home
group, was taken over by
private equity firm Terra
Firma in a debt-fuelled
£825 million deal in 2012.
It is paying over
£50 million a year
in interest alone.
It was reported in
December last year that
it closed or sold off over
50 homes in 18 months
and expected similar
numbers in 2017.
Meanwhile in January this
year Terra Firma’s chief—
financier Guy Hands—
grabbed a £3.5 million
dividend to add to his
estimated personal
fortune of £250 million.
The council said that
alternative accommodation
will be found.

NHS

HOUSING WORKERS

Fighting pays
in Swansea

McCluskey embarrassed
in campaign email ‘error’
DAYS BEFORE voting
starts in the Unite union’s
general secretary election,
incumbent Len McCluskey’s
campaign has been caught
sending members false
information.
The campaign emailed
members thanks for their
branches nominating
McCluskey—even when
branches had nominated left
wing challenger Ian Allinson.
One branch secretary
told Socialist Worker,
“Members were confused
because I’d told them we’d
nominated Ian. You question
whether there was more
going on, whether this is the
tactic.”
The campaign
subsequently apologised
for what it described as an
“error”.
Allinson told Socialist
Worker, “It’s absolutely
outrageous.”
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The picket line outside Tennant Hall in Leeds 

Picture: Christian Hogsbjerg

A well-founded walkout at Leeds charity
UNISON UNION members
from across Yorkshire
rallied in Leeds in support
of a strike at housing charity
Foundation on Monday.
Strikers are fighting

cuts to sick pay, holidays
and redundancy pay. They
criticised the 10 percent
pay rises and “astronomical
pay” of managers while
terms, conditions and pay for

frontline workers are slashed.
Dav, a Unison steward,
told Socialist Worker, “It’s a
shame it’s come to this. We
are defending the great service
Foundation provides.”

ballot for industrial action.
Prospect union members
voted to end their dispute
after a slight improvement
to the new pension scheme
imposed by bosses.
But it is still half the value
of the old scheme—and as
a “defined contribution”
scheme even this is subject to

changes in the stock market.
Unite demands workers
at the privatised AWE
are brought into the civil
service pension scheme.
Workers at car giant BMW
are balloting until 31 March
over strikes against the
firm’s threat to close its final
salary pension scheme.

PENSIONS
WORKERS AT the Atomic
Weapons Establishment (AWE)
were set to take the first of a
new round of eight 24-hour
strikes on Thursday of this
week and Monday of next.
The 600 Unite union
members renewed their
fight to defend their
pensions after a second

HEALTH WORKERS at three
hospitals in South Wales
have forced a pay rise of up
to £1,900 from bosses after a
one-day walkout in January.
The Unison union members,
who work for Abertawe Bro
Morgannwg (ABM) University
Health Board, disinfect and
sterilise surgical instruments.
They were between £466
and £1,879 worse off than
workers in similar roles at
neighbouring health boards.
The workers have shown
that if unions put up a fight
and call strikes, they can win.
As Fiona, the Unison rep at
Morriston hospital in Swansea,
said, “We have demonstrated
that you don’t have to accept
something when an employer
is in the wrong.
“You can challenge it—and
by standing together win.”
Unison organiser Mark
Turner said workers’
“determination to take strike
action forced the board to pay
them what is rightfully theirs”.
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Independence
means a revolt
With a second referendum in Scotland increasingly likely, the left must fight
to make sure it is called and won—and furthers ordinary people’s interests
THERE WON’T be a new
referendum on Scottish
independence unless there
is a revolt against the Tories.
And it won’t be won by saying it’s really about staying
in the European Union (EU).
On Wednesday this week
the Scottish Parliament was
expected to support First
Minister Nicola Sturgeon’s
call for a referendum.
But Theresa May has
already said “now is not the
time” for another vote.
First minister and Scottish
National Party (SNP) leader
Sturgeon wants a referendum between autumn 2018
and spring 2019. This is so
that voters will have an idea
what Brexit will look like
but have a chance to choose
independence before it comes
into effect.

THE TWO-YEAR process
of Britain’s exit from the
European Union (EU) is
set to start on Wednesday
of next week. That’s when
Theresa May announced
she will trigger Article 50
of the Lisbon Treaty.
European Council
president Donald Tusk said
a first response will follow
within 48 hours.
It must then be ratified
by a summit of remaining
EU members before formal
talks begin.
May plans a racist,
nationalist Brexit. But
EU leaders continue with
policies that are no better.
The Eurogroup of
finance ministers met this
week to again pressure the
Greek government to roll

Jeroen Dijsselbloem

Democratic

The SNP has a strong democratic case. In 2015’s
general election it won 56
of Scotland’s 59 MPs. It was
by far the largest party in the
Scottish parliament after the
2016 elections.
Its manifesto in 2016 said,
“We believe that the Scottish
Parliament should have the
right to hold another referendum if there is a significant
and material change in the
circumstances that prevailed
in 2014, such as Scotland
being taken out of the EU
against our will.”
If anyone has no mandate
it is the unelected May. Her
refusal to allow a referendum
is a big gamble.
Even pro-union newspapers in Scotland denounced
her position as “reckless” and
“deluded”.
Britain’s rulers do not
want a second front opened
in Scotland while they battle
EU negotiators over Brexit.
As pollster John Curtice
put it in his analysis of the
2016 Scottish Social Attitudes
results last week, “One thing
is now crystal clear.
“The
long-term

Organise to
shape Brexit
to the left

A RALLY in Aberdeen during the independence referendum in 2014

consequence of holding the massive social movement—
independence referendum based on working class interin 2014 was a much higher ests—in the streets and the
level of support for the idea workplaces.
of independence than ever
Movement
existed beforehand.”
He wrote that as the last It will have to be on the scale
campaign began in 2012 “as of the 2014 movement—and
few as one in four backed more. But it can’t just repeat
the messages of 2014.
independence.
It will have to recog“Now, some two years after
the referendum, approaching nise the rise of anti-migrant
half of all voters in Scotland nationalism and be part of an
internationalist alternative.
back the idea.”
It must be an anti-austerBrexit has been the trigger for Sturgeon and she has ity, anti-Trident campaign
sought to link independence that offers real hope of
to EU membership. But that change in workers’ lives.
And it’s crucial that strugis a way to lose.
A third of people who gle does not wait for a
voted for the SNP in 2016 referendum. We need resistwent on to vote Leave in the ance now.
Polls last year asked Scots
EU referendum.
G e t t i n g a r e f e r e n - to prioritise key issues for the
d um quick ly a n d then Scottish government. Most
and Nicolaby
Sturgeon
far were health
w i n n i n g i t r e q uTheresa
i r e s aMayimportant

and social care, the economy
and the cost of living.
Making the rich pay more
tax to fund our services was
very popular.
The near-eclipse of Labour
in Scotland also makes many
people more ready to vote for
independence as they fear
years of Tory rule.
Class and wealth matter.
In 2014 support for independence was 13 points
higher in the poorest working class areas than in the
wealthiest areas. The left can
help shape the debate, as it
did last time.
It can link the arguments
for a different kind of society
in an independent Scotland
to the fight against cuts and
racism today.

back workers’ rights, using
Greece’s debt as blackmail.
Dutch finance minister
Jeroen Dijsselbloem
remained the Eurogroup’s
head despite an electoral
drubbing for his party last
week (see page 17).
After overseeing similar
attacks on workers in the
Netherlands, he’s the EU’s
pick to ram them down
Greek workers’ throats.
A year after the EU’s
deal with Turkey to deport
refugees it is trying to set
up a new deal with Libya.
Interior ministers
from EU states and
European commissioner
for migration Dimitris
Avramopoulos met their
North African counterparts
this week.
Italy’s interior minister
Marco Minniti said the
meeting’s main focuses
included “border control
and repatriation”.
Yet Libya is a hell for
refugees with numerous
reports of torture, rape,
murder and slavery.
Winning an anti-racist,
anti-austerity Brexit is
the real challenge—not
defending the rotten EU.
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